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CHAPTER 1: PLAN SUMMARY
1. Introduction
The Town of Maynard has accomplished
the goals and objectives from Maynard’s
2004 Open Space and Recreation Plan
(OSRP). The Assabet River National
Wildlife Refuge (ARNWR) has become
fully operational with a network of trails
for both walking and bicycle riding, a new
visitor center located in Sudbury, and new
parking lots at the end of Old Marlboro
Road and White Pond Road. Town
residents voted to approve warrant articles that allow for the preservation of open space and land
for recreational use. The most crucial article approved was the adoption of the Community
Preservation Act (CPA) in October 2005 and the subsequent approval by election in May 2006.
Identified as a goal in the 2004 OSRP, the CPA provides funding for purchasing and improving
open space and recreational opportunities (as well as historic preservation and affordable
housing) as long as residents continue to fund the CPA. Additional successes since 2004 are
addressed in Chapter 2.
Maynard is working to balance the need to increase tax revenue and to preserve and protect the
few parcels of open space remaining in town. Three subdivisions, one 55+ housing
development, and several new single family houses have been constructed on open spaces since
the 2004 OSRP. Recent ownership transfers on three lots could increase the construction of new
single family homes to ten or more. In addition, the number of townhouses or apartments will
increase if other proposed developments are constructed; including the former Digital site at 129
Parker Street, and the Mill, as well as the Main complex in downtown Maynard. All these
developments have a positive impact on revenue but are removing open space throughout the
community.
New development in town may increase the need for additional recreational opportunities and
increase the use of existing open space parcels. The acquisition of the Maynard Golf Course
with CPA funds in 2012 by the town may provide opportunities to satisfy this need. The future
use of the golf course was discussed in public visioning sessions together with the assistance of
the MAPC (Metropolitan Area Planning Council). Currently the golf course is managed by a
private firm as a golf course with opportunities for residents to use the area for winter recreation.
Maynard’s 2017 Open Space and Recreation Plan will build upon the 2004 OSRP and reflects
the input of over one hundred residents of Maynard. Continued community wide support will be
needed to realize the goals and objectives captured in this plan and begin to undertake some of
the most critical recommendations outlined in Chapter 9. Otherwise, Maynard risks losing its
richly diverse small town character, future recreational opportunities, and its irreplaceable
natural resources.
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The requirements for an OSRP were revised since the completion of the 2004 OSRP, requiring
some changes to the organization of the plan to comply with the Commonwealth’s new format.
The contents of the revised plan include:
•

Community setting that provides the history of the community, the population
characteristics, and the growth and development patterns (Chapter 3). This section has
been updated and includes a new history section prepared by Jack MacKeen (member of
the Town of Maynard Historical Commission).

•

The Environmental inventory and analysis is described in Chapter 4 and includes only
minor changes from the 2004 OSRP.

•

Inventories of land for Conservation and Recreation interest are listed in Chapter 5 and
these lands are identified and displayed on a number of maps prepared in GIS format.

•

Open Space and recreational goals are presented in Chapter 6.

•

A summary of needs, including resource protection, community, and management needs
are discussed in Chapter 7. This chapter identifies specific parcels for protection and
identifies recreational needs in the community.

•

Chapter 8 expands the Chapter 6 goals into specific objectives.

•

The five-year action plan is outlined in Chapter 9.

Several needs and desires became clear in the process of soliciting public input; however, one
overriding sentiment was the need to maintain existing recreation facilities and open space
parcels.
Below is a summary of the four goals.
1. To maintain, protect and improve the quality of Maynard's natural resources for the
benefit of all current and future residents.
2. To protect and enhance community identity and character including a pedestrian-friendly
downtown and a verdant perimeter for the benefit of all current and future residents.
3. To maintain, improve, and address public and private recreational facilities to meet
current and future needs of all residents.
4.

To increase cooperation within/between the community and town government in order to
reach conservation and recreation goals.

The Five-Year Action Plan (Chapter 9) details specific suggestions for meeting the needs defined
in Chapter 7 and accomplishing the goals and objectives above.
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CHAPTER 2: INTRODUCTION
2. A. Statement of Purpose
This Plan was prepared as an update of the 2004 Open Space and Recreation Plan (OSRP). It
was prepared in recognition of the need for a comprehensive, proactive, and coordinated effort
among town government, residents, and business owners to plan for Maynard’s sustainable
development. The OSRP also serves as a planning document for the Community Preservation
Committee. This Plan was also prepared in order to fulfill necessary eligibility requirements for
the reimbursement of land protection costs through state grant programs.
The OSRP must serve the interests of Maynard’s residents. To that end, the OSRP has identified
and analyzes factors such as the town’s physical and cultural assets, land use, the recent buildout analysis, and socio-economic trends that are relevant to the protection of important resources.
It inventories present resources and identifies future conservation and recreation needs. It
outlines, in a Five-Year Action Plan, a series of recommendations for safeguarding and
expanding these resources.
To be effective, this must be a working document, part of an on-going planning process,
responsive to changes and unfolding events. Therefore, the OSRP recommends the Board of
Selectman conduct an annual review of the goals and objectives established in this plan.

2. B. Progression made of 2004 Open Space and Recreation
Maynard has accomplished many of the recommendations identified in the 2004 OSRP FiveYear Action Plan.
Some of the accomplishments include;
•

Formation of a committee to explore White Pond as a drinking water source

•

Creation of a fenced dog park at the Waltham Street former landfill

•

Wastewater treatment plant upgrades to address phosphorus removal

•

Approval of a Stormwater Management Bylaw

•

State certification of vernal pools

•

Participation in the regional organization for the control of invasive species (Cooperative
Invasive Species Management Control (SuAsCo CISMA))

•

Acquisition of the Maynard Golf Course for public use

•

Expansion of pedestrian sidewalks throughout the Community

•

Adoption of the Community Preservation Act

•

Completion of the design phase and present construction of the Assabet River Rail Trail

•

Development of a Town page on the Town of Maynard website for OSRP information

•

Adoption of Community Development Principles (see Appendix A)
3
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These are samples of accomplishments since the needs were identified in the 2004 OSRP.
Residents, town government and business leaders can continue to build on the good work done
and help to create a thriving Maynard, well-prepared for the future. Residents are encouraged to
participate in the continuing open space planning process and to contribute their ideas and time
to local community groups and town government efforts. One such planning process was the
public visioning sessions held to determine the future use of the Maynard golf course.
The Metropolitan Area Planning Council
(MAPC) and the Town held three public
visioning sessions for the future use of the golf
course to gather public sentiment, as well as a
guided walking tour of the property. The third
forum held on December 6, 2012 asked
participants to vote on four potential future uses:
keeping the existing course with improvements,
closing the golf course, reducing the golf
Photo: Maynard Golf Course

course from par 5 to par 3 and keeping the golf course open but open to other public uses. The
majority of participants voted to keep the golf course with improvements. The second most
popular option was keeping the golf course open but open to other public uses.
The town purchased the golf course using Community Preservation funds that restrict the future
uses to open space, recreation, and/or affordable housing. The golf course is currently leased
through 2019 to Sterling Golf Management, Inc. that pays the town a percentage of revenues
from running the public course. The Maynard Golf Course Reuse Committee meets regularly
and invites public input on the future use of the golf course during this planning phase.

2. C. Planning Process and Public Participation
The Conservation Commission began working on the OSRP in 2013 with the preparation of
updated plans. The Department of Environmental Protection requested a plan in GIS format
identifying protected open space parcels in Maynard. The creation of this plan led to updating of
all the plans required by the Commonwealth’s new OSRP format. The Conservation Agent
inventoried town-owned lands, privately held open space parcels, vacant parcels, and land
enrolled in the Chapter 61 tax deferral program. The records for many of the town owned
parcels could not be located and field surveys were rarely performed so many parcels were
visually inspected in order to develop a comprehensive list (see Chapter 5 for inventories).
A comprehensive inventory of recreation and open space lands and maps indicating locations of
these parcels provided the basis for this OSRP. Another mapping resource available to the town
is the Conservation Assessment and Prioritization System (CAPS) developed by the University
of Massachusetts in Amherst (CAPS). This program uses land based assessments, wildlife
habitat information, and biodiversity values to delineate lands with the high ecological value for
preservation. Although the highest ecological integrity values for Maynard are located in the
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Assabet River National Wildlife Refuge, the criteria for identifying land with high resource value
for preservation can be applied to other parts of Maynard. The Natural Heritage and Endangered
Species Program developed which uses rare species and natural community data with spatial data
identifying wildlife species and habitats to map core habitats and critical natural landscapes. The
Fauna and Flora (mostly in refuge) or critical natural landscape is located throughout town (See
Figure 1). Open space parcels in this region of Maynard should be considered for preservation.
The Conservation Commission created an Open Space and Recreational Planning survey to elicit
open space and recreation priorities from residents, and distributed the survey at the October
2012 Town Meeting. A large turnout was anticipated because the town was voting to fund the
construction of a new high school. Chapter 7 provides further discussion of the survey results.
Maynard’s OSRP update was partially prepared by Linda Hanson the former conservation agent
with editorial review by Andrew Scribner-MacLean Assistant Town Administrator; Michèle
Grenier the current Conservation Administrator and additional review by the all-volunteer
Conservation Commission Board at the time:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

M. Grenier, Conservation Administrator / Assistant Planner
F. King, Conservation Commission Chairman
M. John Dwyer, also serving on the CPC
P. Keenan
J. Pfeifer
J. Thomas, Jr.
D. Moore
J. Bullis
C. O’Connell

Review of draft chapters of the OSRP was accomplished during scheduled Conservation
Commission meetings and these review sessions were posted on meeting agendas. Meeting
minutes are available on the town web site (www.townofmaynard-ma.gov).
Town departments, local recreation groups, and a number of citizens-at-large supplemented the
efforts of Commission members in providing helpful information and important data. A partial
list of involved individuals from Maynard follows:
• J. MacKeen, Historical Commission
• K. Feehily, Soccer Board
• V. Denaro, Recreation Commission
• J. Flood, Department of Public Works (retired)
• D. Marks, Assabet River Rail Trail
• A. Miklosko, Director of Public Works
The maps were prepared in GIS format by Bloom Associates.
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CHAPTER 3: COMMUNITY SETTING
3. A. Regional Context
Located in East Central Massachusetts, Maynard is boarded by Stow to the west and southwest,
Acton to the north, and Sudbury to the east and southeast. Maynard is 22 miles west-northwest of
Boston, 28 miles northeast of Worcester, and 20 miles southwest of Lowell. Maynard is a small,
urbanized community, clustered around a historic mill complex and surrounded by wealthier
bedroom communities. Maynard is 5.37 square miles, geographically the 11th smallest town in
mainland Massachusetts (See Figures 2 &3).
Maynard’s population density is significantly higher than that of surrounding towns with
approximately 1,882 people per square mile (in 2010). Stow has approximately 367
persons/square mile, Sudbury approximately 715 people/square mile, and Acton approximately
1096 people/square mile. The most densely populated areas of Maynard are centrally located in
the downtown area and in the Presidential Streets neighborhood.
Maynard belongs to spell out (MAGIC) a part of the Metropolitan Area Planning Council (MAPC)
along with 12 surrounding communities, Maynard stands out because of it’s a well-defined
downtown center and an area of dense residential development compared to its neighboring
communities. MAGIC is a subset of MAPC. We should clarify what the acronym stands for.
MAGIC communities are served by two regional preservation entities, the SuAsCo Watershed
Community Council (named for the Sudbury, Assabet, and Concord Rivers) which functions as the
watershed association for the area; and the Sudbury Valley Trustees, a land protection non-profit
with offices in Sudbury. SuAsCo presently owns no land in Maynard. Maynard is also an active
member of OARS for the Assabet, Sudbury and Concord Rivers (OARS). Over the years,
Maynard’s Conservation Commission and citizen volunteers assisted OARS with annual
shoreline surveys, water quality monitoring, and river clean-ups.
Approximately 818 acres of the 2,230 acres Assabet River National Wildlife Refuge (ARNWR) is
located in Maynard. Other portions of the three wildlife refuges in the area – Assabet River, Great
Meadow, and Oxbow are shared with surrounding communities. ARNWR is the newest addition to
the area and is the former Natick Labs Army Military Testing Area. The ARNWR land was
acquired by the federal government during World War II and used for the storage of ammunition.
Portions of the Refuge are in Stow, Sudbury, and Hudson. The refuge can be accessed in Maynard
from White Pond Road, Taylor Road, and Old Marlboro Road. The Department of the Interior
(DOI) completed a Comprehensive Conservation Plan for the ARNWR in January 2005. The Plan,
which can be viewed and downloaded at www.fws.gov/northeast/planning/refugeccps.html, has
incorporated proposed activities within six areas: wildlife observation, wildlife photography,
environmental education, environmental interpretation, hunting, and fishing. Refuge management
undertook an extensive public education and public use priorities effort during 1999. In
November, 2001 a transportation planning study to evaluate existing conditions at the refuge
identified actions to improve access to and mobility within the refuge. A new visitor center
located off Hudson Road in Sudbury was opened in the fall of 2010. Additional public outreach
comes from the Friends of the Assabet River National Wildlife Refuge. Established in 2000, the
6
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group is a non-profit organization that works with the US Fish and Wildlife Service and local
communities to meet wildlife and biological management objectives, recreational and
educational goals, and support diverse programs related to the Refuge.
The ongoing acquisition and development of the Assabet River Rail Trail is another major regional
recreation development with which Maynard is involved. The pedestrian and bicycle trail will run
from the center of Marlborough to the South Acton commuter rail station. Construction of the
ARRT in Marlborough and Hudson was completed in 2005-2006. Maynard and Acton completed
the 100% design, permitting, and acquisition phase of the rail trail in September 2015. Maynard
used funds from an ISTEA grant and an Urban Self-Help grant to acquire .75 miles of the 2-mile
corridor through Maynard in the spring of 2003. This portion, connecting town-owned parkland
with the Assabet River National Wildlife Refuge was the most important and most immediately
useable section of the ARRT. The remaining portions of the rail trail that were privately owned
were acquired with permanent easements using awards from the Town’s Community Preservation
Act (CPA) fund and the Town’s general fund. Permanent easements for three of the larger privately
held ARRT sections were donated to the Town. Construction of the Maynard and Acton section of
the rail trail began June 2016 and is expected to be open for public use during the fall of 2017.
In addition to local open space amenities partially located within Maynard, residents of Maynard
have the opportunity to utilize the following regional recreational areas (see Figure 3):
• Walden Pond State Park (Concord)
• Great Meadows National Wildlife Refuge (Concord and Sudbury)
• Nashoba Valley Ski Area (Westford)
• Minuteman National Park (Concord/Lexington)
• Drumlin Farm/Mass Audubon (Lincoln)
• Codman Community Farm (Lincoln)
• Bolton Flats Wildlife Management Area (Bolton/Lancaster)
• Lincoln Conservation Land (Lincoln)
• Stow Conservation Land (Stow)
• Acton Conservation Land (Acton)
• Oxbow National Wildlife Refuge (Shirley/Lancaster/Ayer)
• Pantry Brook Wildlife Management Area (Sudbury/Concord)
• and private land trust lands, such as Sudbury Valley Trustee properties
Maynard is one of several communities between Cambridge and West Brookfield through which
a historic trade route, dating back to pre-colonial times, is located. A grassroots organization
known as Freedom’s Way Heritage Association (FWHA) is seeking federal designation of the
Massachusetts Bay Path and surrounding areas of significant historic, cultural and natural
resources as a National Heritage Corridor.
Within the Boston metropolitan area, the Bay Circuit Greenway and Trail is a 100-mile crescent
around the Massachusetts Bay, from Plum Island on the north shore to Duxbury Bay on the south
shore. The goal of the Bay Circuit Program is to connect a series of parks and conservation lands
with trails, waterways, and scenic sites to preserve the natural and historic heritage of New
England. Maynard, Stow, and Hudson are included in the program and hope to benefit from
potential planning assistance grants for the development of open space, recreation, and
conservation plans. The towns are also able to use their funding to protect shared water
7
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resources, increase public access to passive and active recreation areas, and increase land
acquisition.
Many of the communities in the area share natural resources across borders. Three of Maynard’s
wells are located on the Town’s eastern border, with at least two of the Zone I areas (the 400’
radius immediately around the wells) crossing the borders into adjacent towns. One of
Maynard’s wellhead protection zones extends over the boundary into the Town of Sudbury and
another extends into Acton. Review factual accuracy.
The Maynard Community Preservation Committee (CPC) was formed in November 2006 after
Maynard voters adopted the Community Preservation Act (CPA) at the 2006 Annual Town
meeting in May 2006 and reaffirmed the adoption of the CPA in the town election which
followed. The Community Preservation Committee is charged with studying the needs,
possibilities and resources of Maynard regarding community preservation. CPC members are
representatives from other Maynard town boards and residents of the town.
The CPC oversees Maynard’s Community Preservation Fund, selects preservation projects and
recommends selected projects to Town Meeting for funding. Preservation projects eligible for
funding may include:
•
•
•
•

Acquiring and preserving land for open space;
Acquiring, preserving and restoring historic resources, structures, artifacts and
documents;
Acquiring, preserving and developing land for passive and active recreation, and
Acquiring, and developing community housing.

The CPC reviews project proposals received from other Town Boards, community groups and
individuals. The CPC determines its annual priorities for project funding through careful review
of existing development plans (e.g. 2006 Community Development and Implementation
Committee Plan, 2006 Freedom’s Way Heritage Plan, Maynard’s Open Space Plan), through
deliberations with other Town Boards, and through input from community members.
Maynard joins two abutting communities, Stow and Acton that passed the CPA and are actively
involved in acquiring land for protection and recreation. An historic landmark in Maynard is
Pompositticut Hill (now known as Summer Hill). In 1676, King Phillip and his people met at
Pompositticut Hill to plan the strategy for defending their lands against the new colonial
settlements. During the King Phillip War, the European immigrant settlements along the Assabet
were destroyed and settlers fled to communities in the east.
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3. B.1. History of Maynard
With recently discovered archaeological evidence of prehistoric settlements in Maynard, Native
American sites are likely to be found on well-drained terraces and knolls over-looking the river.
Taylor Brook and adjoining wetlands are considered prime locations for possible settlements,
according to the Assabet Riverway Plan. Taylor Brook was also the site of a sawmill and
gristmill during the
Maynard, traversed by the Assabet River, was originally settled by Europeans for agriculture
purposes. However, since the mid-1800s, its focus has been industrial activity. Maynard was
incorporated in 1871 with land acquired from Stow and Sudbury. Maynard grew around a mill
that was originally constructed in the 1840s. Commercial and residential sectors quickly grew
adjacent to the mill which eventually expanded to 1.1 million square feet of office and
manufacturing space that exists today. The mill, now called ‘Mill & Main’, is located on the
Assabet River. Water diverted through a canal dug behind the Ben Smith Dam powered the early
textile equipment. A millpond still exists and gates sending the water under the mill and back to
the Assabet River were installed in the fall of 2007, guaranteeing a minimum flow in the main
stem of the Assabet River (See Figure 2).
In 1898, the Assabet Mill in Maynard was the largest woolen manufacturing plant in the United
States, and its story is a classic tale of the river industries in New England. The water turbine
installed at the Mill in 1905 is still in operable condition and is historically significant.
The mill was founded by Amory Maynard, who in 1863 built the dam, dug a channel and
millpond, and began a profitable textile business. The fortunes of the Town rose with the demand
for wool during World Wars I and II and with the influx of immigrant labor. Conversely, the
Town later suffered when capital improvements to the mill were mounting and when
overproduction hurt the industry. In 1950, the woolen mill closed permanently due to the decline
in the demand for wool after World War II, and as a result of widespread use of synthetics. After
its closure and hard times for Town residents in the 1950s, it slowly came back to life as a multiuse complex for a number of commercial and industrial businesses. One of those early tenants,
Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC), grew quickly from a small 1957 start-up company to the
second-largest computer manufacturer in the world in the 1980s. The Mill, which served as the
company’s corporate headquarters provided a financial boom for Maynard.
Maynard is in the middle of major transportation routes west of Boston but does not have direct
accesses them. Route 2 runs north of Maynard, Route 95 east, I-90 south, and I-495 west. A trip of
over 10 minutes is required to access these highways via routes 117, 27, and 62. This relative
isolation from major commuter routes has allowed Maynard to grow niche retail and commercial
businesses. The historical occurrence of an attractive and walkable downtown, coupled with the size
and attraction of the 1.1 million square feet of office space in Mill and Main, provides a powerful
attraction to continued investment in both retail and commercial properties. Ethnic and innovative
restaurants are popular in downtown Maynard.
Maynard’s housing stock and development pattern reflects the company town origins. Modest,
densely clustered homes fill the neighborhoods nearest the mill and served as employee housing
9
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in the woolen company’s heyday. The downtown area is within walking distance of much of the
surrounding housing. Outlying areas were originally farmland and some parcels of undeveloped
space remain. This provides Maynard’s characteristic settlement pattern: a densely developed
downtown and adjacent neighborhoods, with commercial and residential spaces coexisting,
surrounded by a ring of less densely developed land toward the edge of town, and significant
parcels of open space.

3. B.2. Modern History of Maynard
Manufacturing was replaced with professional services that are now the primary industry.
Maynard’s characteristically dense and mixed residential and commercial downtown remains a
legacy of its origin. This has resulted in a walkable, service-oriented downtown that attracts both
local and nearby residents to its dining establishments, shopping and workplaces.
The Ben Smith Dam on the Assabet River near the Stow line is historically significant. This area
is a popular and pleasant area for picnicking and walking. This dam was the result of Amory
Maynard's foresight in realizing the potential of waterpower. A canal was dug from the Assabet
River above the dam, thereby channeling water into a reservoir (the present Mill Pond). The
stored water drove the water wheels in the mill, providing power. The dam is a remarkable
structure in itself, being laid with cut stone.
Another result of Maynard’s mill town heritage is the development crowding the waterfront. The
early development of the riverfront and millpond as well as the canal, while being major features
of the town, did not take aesthetics or protection into consideration. Throughout town, there is
little public access or even visual connection to the river. Only recently has the town begun to
appreciate the Assabet River, and its associated ponds, and brooks, as a visual respite and a
recreational opportunity. Maynard, like other area mill towns, has recognized its riverfront as an
unexplored asset. In 2015 and 2016 riverside land was purchased by the Town and
improvements on these sites make access to the river possible for all.
Another part of Maynard’s industrial history is the abandoned rail bed which runs from the
Town’s southern border, along the river, into the heart of Maynard and on to the South Acton
Railway Station. It has great potential as an important recreational and transportation feature,
linking the heart of downtown Maynard with conservation and recreation land at the edges of
town, as well as providing a link with the South Acton train station. As described earlier, the
construction of the Assabet River Rail Trail (ARRT) has begun and is currently being created
through Maynard and Acton. The trail will create an excellent future economic, recreational, and
transit link between the heart of Maynard and surrounding communities and resources and is
scheduled to be completed in the fall of 2017.
Perhaps one of the most important historic events in Maynard that impacted the availability of
open space and recreation was the seizure in 1943 of the 815 acres that now comprise the
Maynard portion of the Assabet River National Wildlife Refuge. This land was taken as a place
to store ammunition during World War II and was maintained under the control of the U.S.
Army until 2001 when control was transferred to the Department of the Interior for use as a
wildlife refuge. Under other scenarios, much of this land would have been developed over the
years. An open space resource that has been provided by historic development patterns is
10
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comprised of the Glenwood Cemetery, the public cemetery that is listed in the National Register
of Historic Places (the only property in town so designated). Glenwood has a pond and
numerous certified vernal pools in the undeveloped portion of the site. The cemetery is often
used for recreation. St. Bridget’s Cemetery is affiliated with St. Bridget’s Catholic Church and
also provides space for walking and contemplation adjacent to Glenwood Cemetery.
There are two organizations in Maynard that actively work to preserve and promote Maynard’s
rich history and heritage. The Maynard Historical Society, an independent 501(c)3 entity,
maintains documents and artifacts that chronicle the development of Maynard since its earliest
days. The collection was kept in the basement of town hall for many years. Now it is in the
paymaster’s building at Mill and Main, where it is being organized for eventual public view.
The Society is also undertaking a major effort to publicize and build enthusiasm for Maynard’s
Sesquicentennial, which occurs in 2021.The Maynard Historical Commission functions to
preserve, protect, and develop the historic and archaeological assets of the community to ensure
that the goals of historic preservation are considered in the planning and future development of
the community. Established under Massachusetts General Laws, Chapter 40, Section 8d, the
Historical Commission makes recommendations to the Board of Selectmen on matters relating to
the preservation, protection and development of historic areas, buildings, structures and sites.
Maynard properties, once identified and evaluated, are posted to the Massachusetts Cultural
Resource Information System (MACRIS) maintained by the state Historical Commission. This
database, recently updated, will shortly be available in printed form, to review at the Maynard
Library. After digitization is completed, the materials will be accessible through the Town of
Maynard web site

3. C. Population Characteristics of Maynard
According to the U.S. Census, 10,106 individuals resided in Maynard in 2010; representing a
nearly 30% increase from the population in 1920. Table 3-1 documents Maynard’s population
over the period 1920 through 2010. Maynard’s population has remained quite stable since 1970
based on few parcels left to develop and declining household size.

Year
1920
1930
1940
1950
1960
1970
1980
1990
2000
2010

Table 3-1: Population Town of Maynard 1920 - 2010
Population
Source
7,086
U.S. Census
7,156
U.S. Census
6,812
U.S. Census
6,978
U.S. Census
7,695
U.S. Census
9,710
U.S. Census
9,590
U.S. Census
10,325
Town of Maynard
10,433
U.S. Census
10,106
U.S. Census

Table 3-2 contains information on the age distribution of Maynard residents compared with
Middlesex County distribution. Residents over 18 in Maynard in 2010 are 77.7%, up from 76.6% in
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2000. In Middlesex County, residents over 18 make up 78.7% of the population and 78.3% in the
state of Massachusetts. Residents over 65 made up 12.2% of the population in 2000 and 12.8% in
2010.

Ages
Under 18
20 - 24
25 - 34
35 - 49
50 - 64
65 and over

Table 3-2: Age Composition of Maynard and Middlesex County 2010
Population
Population
Percent of Total
Maynard
Middlesex
Maynard
Middlesex
2,257
320,439
22.3%
21.3%
407
101,746
4.0%
6.8%
1,186
218,324
11.7%
14.5%
2,571
333,231
25.4%
22.2%
2,213
290,786
21.9%
19.3%
1,292
197,015
12.8%
13.1%

MA
21.7%
7.3%
12.9%
21.4%
19.9%
13.8%

Source: U.S. Census 2010

The distribution of male to female in 2010 is 47.9% and 52.1%, respectively. This distribution is
almost identical in 2000 (47.8% and 52.2%) and similar to Middlesex County (48.6% and 51.4%)
and the state of Massachusetts (48.4% and 51.6%). Maynard’s demographics closely resemble the
state average. The distribution of age composition in Maynard may influence recreational facilities
needed to accommodate changing (or aging) demographics.

3. D. Growth and Development Patterns
1.

Pattern and Trends

The socio-economic characteristics in Maynard are reflected in its density. At just 5.37 square
miles and nearly 24% of that a wildlife refuge the 10,000 residents are packed into less than four
square miles Maynard has a traditional town center retail area and dominant historic industrial
facility. Virtually all of the town’s man-made physical features derive from its history as an
historic early settlement and mill community. While the retail sector has not grown in recent
years, the historic mill facility has fostered other commercial real estate development that have
maintained Maynard’s key role as an employment center.
As a result of the early development of modest housing by owners of the mill facility for their
employees, Maynard has remained a town of modest, well-maintained homes that are less
expensive than those in surrounding communities.
Hard times in the early 1990s led to Digital’s decision to downsize its staff. In 1996 Compac
acquired Digital and its headquarters moved out of the Mill and subsequently out of town. Local
businesses suffered greatly as the demand for daily services fell and weekday foot traffic all but
disappeared in the downtown area. In 1994 Digital sold the property for $1.5 million dollars to
the Franklin Lifecare Corporation that failed in its effort to redevelop the mill as an elder
residential and care community. The Town of Maynard lost a major tax payment as the assessed
value of the property fell from a peak of $19 million in 1988 (the height of the real estate market)
to its 1997 assessment of $3.1 million. The complex was sold in 1997 to Wellesley Rosewood
Capital LLC that has redeveloped the complex into a multi-tenanted commercial and light
industrial facility and even a large medical office. The complex reached full tenancy in 2000,
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but has since lost both tenants and employees in the recent downturn. The property was sold
again in March of 2015, to an investment group led by Artemis Capital and Saracen Properties.
These owners have made significant changes to the property that will ultimately be a mix of
industrial, medical, office, and retail. Housing may be added in the future, creating a truly mixed
use property. Zoning changes approved at Town Meeting in October 2011 and January 2016
will allow the Mill complex to attract a greater variety of tenants, including retail, supermarket,
and rental housing, with the anticipation to increase occupancy.
The almost 2 million square feet of commercial/office/light industrial space in Maynard, coupled
with significant retail development, can provide an employment home for up to 8,000 workers.
In addition, the redevelopment of the former DEC property at 129 Parker Street will attract
additional employees to staff retail and health care positions. Development of this site is
expected to begin in 2017 and the concept plan includes protections for wildlife along its western
perimeter that borders the ARNWR.
Employees in Maynard make up a large proportion of the day-time population in town. Many of
these larger industrial facilities are located near the proposed Assabet River Rail Trail and the
Assabet River National Wildlife Refuge. The commercial office space on the north end of Town,
currently largely occupied by the State Police Crime Laboratory and Comcast, are located near the
Assabet River Rail Trail, the Maynard golf course, and the Rockland Avenue ball fields and trails.
The Maynard Conservation Commission updated its trail map recently for trails located in townowned conservation parcels. The Friends of the Assabet River National Wildlife Refuge
developed a regional trail map that incorporates the trails in the refuge and the neighboring
communities.
2. Infrastructure
The infrastructure in the Town of Maynard is under the authority of the Department of Public
Works (DPW).
A. Infrastructure – Transportation Systems
Three state highways bisect Maynard. Route 62 runs from Concord and Acton to Stow,
adjacent to the Assabet River, becoming Main Street in Maynard as it heads west towards
Stow, and then merges with Route 117 before crossing the Assabet River. Route 117 also
runs in an east/west direction, connecting Sudbury with Stow. Route 27 heads in a
north/south direction connecting Acton with Sudbury. Routes 27 and 62 briefly merge at
the new Waltham Street Bridge completed in 2015.
Public transportation is provided by the South Acton commuter rail station located
approximately 2.5 miles from Maynard center. The proposed Assabet River rail trail when
complete will provide residents a paved pedestrian/bicycle pathway to the South Acton
commuter rail station. The Town of Maynard is piloting a commuter bus service in 2016
and 2017 and hopes to provide permanent, regular weekday service to residents and
employees.
The Maynard DPW is in the process of constructing additional sidewalks in Maynard to
provide residents with more walking opportunities.
13
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B. Infrastructure – Water Supply Systems
The Town of Maynard supplies water to 100 % of town residents. The Town has
three water sources, Rockland Avenue Well Field which consists of three (3) active
deep rock wells, Old Marlboro Road Well Field which consists of two (2) shallow
gravel packed wells and one pump and dump well into one of the gravel packed wells
and a single gravel packed well off Great Road behind the school complex. The Town
also has an emergency water source, White Pond, located in Stow, Massachusetts.
This source has been off line years as the source does not have a treatment plant as
required by EPA for open water sources. The Town has adequate supplies to meet its
current needs; however, the Town is exploring expanding its water sources in
anticipation of future needs. Additional information on water resources is provided in
Chapter 4, Section 3.
C. Infrastructure—Wastewater Disposal Systems
The wastewater treatment plant (WWTP) located on Pine Hill Road in Maynard was
constructed in 1984 for secondary treatment and upgraded in 1996 for seasonal and
limited phosphorus removal. Additional WWTP upgrades were completed in 2011 that
included a tertiary treatment process to meet current and future discharge permit
requirements (NPDES requirements for MS4 systems). The plant has an average design
capacity of 1.45 MGD of sanitary sewage including domestic, commercial, and
industrial components. Currently, fifteen households in Maynard are not connected to
the WWTP and have individual on-site septic systems.
3. Long-Term Development Patterns
Maynard consists of nine zoning districts; their geographical locations are displayed on Figure 4.
Updated zoning maps are available through the Assessor’s Office that would reflect any changes
since the publication of the plan. Zoning districts are also updated annually on the assessors’
maps. These zoning districts and their general restrictions are shown in Table 3-3.
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Table 3-3: 2011 Zoning Districts and Restrictions
Zoning District

General Restrictions and Dimensional Requirements

Central Business

Retail, service commercial; no lot, yard or building restrictions

Business

Business; 7,000 square foot lot; 75-foot frontage.

Industrial

Industrial, office, warehousing 40,000 square foot lot; 150 foot frontage

General Residence

Residential; 7,000 square foot lot; 75-foot frontage

Single Residence (S-1)

Residential; 10,000 square foot lot; 100-foot frontage.

Single Residence (S-2)

Residential; 20,000 square foot lot; 130-foot frontage.

Garden Apartment

Residential; 1 acre parcel; 100-foot frontage; 10,000 square feet per unit.
Industrial, business, municipal, health care uses and elderly and medically-assisted housing, and
appropriate ancillary uses; 40,000 square foot lot and 150 frontage.

Health Care/Industrial

The revised Zoning Bylaws were passed at the October 2011 Town Meeting. The language in the
Open Space section of the Zoning Bylaws remains unchanged with some additional text
regarding parking requirements in an Open Space District. The high-rise apartment district was
eliminated. Frontage requirements for eight of the nine districts were increased, yet setbacks and
maximum building height remain unchanged. The previous Open Space and Recreation Plan
recommended amending the garden apartment district to promote cluster developments;
however, no action was taken to revise this section.
A. Residential Land
Maynard attracted some residential development in the current soft housing market
partly because the Town-owned water and sewer systems eliminate the expense of
drilling wells or installing septic systems. The residential zoning minimum lot sizes
(10,000 and 20,000 square feet) encourage dense construction. Five subdivisions
were permitted since the completion of the 2004 Open Space Plan and two remain
uncompleted. The Median home price in Maynard in December 2015 was $323,000
compared to $340,000 in January 2006.
Residential land currently comprises nearly one-third of Maynard’s total land area.
About one-half of the area of the Town is in tax-exempt properties owned by the
Federal Government (FEMA and Fish and Wildlife) and in Town ownership (schools,
playing fields, town buildings, etc).
The fourteen subdivisions brought before the Planning Board between 1988 and 2015
are listed in Table 3-6. These resulted in the building of 146 new homes in Maynard
during that period of time and another nine new homes under construction. The
apartment complex at 10-16 Main Street was demolished and rebuilt to house 24
apartments and one retail establishment.
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Table 3-5: Maynard Subdivisions
Subdivision
Lots
Covenant Date
Autumn Woods (Tobin Drive)
34
8/23/88
Reeves Road
8
6/25/91
Carbone Circle
11
6/27/95
Orchard Valley (Mark’s Way)
16
10/10/95
Assabet Village / Taft Ave.
12
2/27/96
Countryside Estates (Oscar’s Way)
10
10/3/96
Vose Pond
23
8/8/97
Asparagus Farm Estates (Sarah Lane)
11
8/10/99
Rockland Ave.
2
2001
Marble Farm (Acton Street)
24
2006
Taylor Road
12
2006
Balcom Lane
6
2009
Fowler Street
4
2014
Keene Avenue
6
2015
Waltham Street
12
2015
Acton Street
18
2016
Source: Maynard Planning Board

B. Commercial and Industrial Land
Less than 10% of all Maynard’s land is zoned commercial or industrial. Much of that
has already been developed, but redevelopment and infill development on those
properties remains an option.
There remain large undeveloped commercial or industrial parcels in town, including
parcels on Rockland Ave., the Rod & Gun Club, the land between Deer Run and the
Rod & Gun Club, 129 Parker Street (former DEC facility), Sudbury Road (adjacent to
Mill and Main parking lot), and 111 Powdermill Road. Some of these parcels are
private, and some are private and enrolled in M.G.L. Ch. 61 tax abatement programs.
Significant additional commercial/industrial development is possible under current
zoning.
C. Open Space
There are approximately 1,700 acres of open space and recreation land in the Town
including the ARNWR. There is a growing positive attitude in Maynard that the river
that flows through Maynard is not only a natural resource but an aesthetic resource.
Riverfront has become sought after open space. Open Space represents roughly 50%
of the town equally divided between federally owned land and town owned land.
However, only the ARNWR and four municipally-held parcels (Three behind the
schools adjacent to the ARNWR and one off Sheridan Avenue) are currently zoned as
Open Space. The Town zoned the Devens Annex (now the ARNWR) as Open Space
in 1997 which protected the land from development should the federal government
have sold it when it was no longer needed. Most of the Town's open space and
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recreation lands are zoned residential (S-1 and S-2) and much of the private open
space/recreation lands are zoned industrial. Similarly, Maynard's wetland areas are
not zoned to provide appropriate protection. Additionally, none of the zoned open
space parcels are currently owned or managed by the Conservation Commission.
Town-owned open space and recreation lands, especially the Quirk Well land and the
golf course, could be zoned open space.
D. 495/Metrowest Development Compact Regional Study
The Metrowest Development Compact is a collaborative effort by a number of state
agencies to create a shared framework for state, regional, and local strategies for
priority development and land preservation as well as transportation and other
infrastructure investments in the 37 cities and towns within the study area. The result
of this effort is the preparation of a comprehensive land use and development plan for
the 495/MetroWest region, modeled on the award-winning South Coast Rail Corridor
Plan.
Representatives from MAPC consulted with the Town of Maynard and identified six
areas for priority development and eight areas for land preservation as shown of the
following table (Table 3-6).
Table 3-6: Areas identified for Priority Development and Land Preservation
Name
Location
Type
Map 4 Lots 180 & 182
Preservation
Silver Hill Road
Great
Map 20 Lot 249
Preservation
Road/Cemetery
Map 20 Lot 180
Preservation
Parker Place
Maynard Rod and
Map 16 Lot 4
Preservation
Gun Club
Map 29 Lot 6
Preservation
Great Road
Map 23 Lot 3
Preservation
18 Winter Street
Map 25 Lot 152
Preservation/Development
129 Parker Street
Powdermill/Waltham
Map 15
Development
Streets
Map 14 Lot 201
Development
Mill and Main
Map 14
Development
Downtown
Development
111 Powdermill Road Map 11 Lot 17
Map 5 Lot 9
Development
State Police Lab
The land use plan was published in December 2011. New zoning changes and the
proposed overhaul of the historic mill complex may attract new business to the Mill
and Main industrial park. Also, 129 Parker Street has an approved concept plan and
will begin mixed use development in 2017.
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CHAPTER 4: ENVIRONMENTAL AND
CULTURAL INVENTORY
4. A. Geological Characteristics
4. A.1 Topography
The topography in Maynard is hilly and has typical landforms of a glacial outwash plain with
drumlins. The topography varies from level plains to steep slopes and hills, ranging from 175 to
387 feet above sea level.
The highest elevation, 387 feet, occurs on Summer Hill. Other significant elevations occur on
each side of the Assabet River; these are Tuttle Hill, Vose Hill, Silver Hill, the unnamed hills in
the Assabet River National Wildlife Refuge, and the hill between Powdermill and Old Mill
Roads. Elevated areas provide vistas and a scenic backdrop for the Town.

4. A. 2 Geology
Identification of geological features provides a basis for judging the land’s ability to support
various uses, and a guide to land value.
Sedimentary rock underlies most of the area. This rock is of diverse composition and is greatly
deformed in most areas. Igneous rock of sizeable dimension occupies a relatively small portion
of the area and usually occurs as outcrops.
Glacial deposits cover broad areas, commonly only in a thin mantle, but of substantial thickness
in some places. Glacial outwash plains consist mainly of sand and gravel bedrock material that
comes to rest on the beds of streams and melt water as they flow away from a glacier.
When the last glacier finally retreated about 10,000 years ago, large lakes with sand and mixed
gravel deposits were left behind. The present Assabet River flood plain and much of the soil that
is predominant in the Maynard land mass are made up of reworked combinations of these glacial
deposits. In some locations chunks of glacial ice melted, leaving sizeable deposits of sands in
kames, deltas, terraces and outwash plains. These are excellent water table recharge areas, due to
their permeability.
Following glacial activity, swamps formed in depressions and low-lying areas. Swamp
accumulations throughout the area consist of sand, silt and accumulations of peat, as well as
other organic material. Some of the swamp deposits are very deep while others are quite shallow.
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4. A.3 Soils
Identification and delineation of the soils in the Town of Maynard provide a basis for sound land
use planning decisions in the future. Factors such as the presence of wetland soils, drainage
characteristics, permeability, and depth to water table have been evaluated for the purpose of
identifying limitations of uses.
Soils in the Town (Figure 5) are a mixture of fine sandy loam, gravelly outwash material, silt
loam, rock outcrop, and an unconsolidated mixture of sand, silt, and gravel/fill commonly
referred to as urban land. Soil types found in Maynard have been grouped into undisturbed and
disturbed.




Undisturbed:
o Hydric Soil in its undisturbed condition, is saturated, flooded or ponded long
enough during the growing season to develop anaerobic conditions that favor the
growth and regeneration of hydrophytic vegetation. Generally, hydric soils can be
found in low elevations in the landscape including floodplains, upland
depressions, and bordering bodies of water such as lakes, ponds, and rivers. Urban
growth development should be restricted in areas of hydric soils for the following
reasons: tendency to flood, high water table, slow permeability rates. Land
comprised of hydric soils should be restricted to open space, wetland wildlife
habitat, and recreational uses.
o Prime Farmland soils are those that have the best combination of physical and
chemical characteristics for producing agricultural production. Prime farmland
soils should be made available for agricultural and open space recreational
activities.
o Soil/Bedrock Complex consist of shallow depths to bedrock ranging from surface
to a depth of 20 inches. Development is made very difficult by the presence of
bedrock and the sensitive flora and fauna associated with bedrock areas would be
lost.
Disturbed
o Urban Land/Soil Complex is where the soil has been altered or obscured by
buildings, industrial uses, paved parking lots, sidewalks, roads, and railroads.
Land with this type of soil should be restricted for urban growth.

4. B. Landscape Characteristics
Maynard is an excellent example of the early New England industrialized village. The Assabet
River runs through Maynard, and the center of downtown Maynard is still dominated by the mill
complex with its millstream and millpond. Maynard also has a wealth of historic mill-related
housing. Densely populated, downtown Maynard is surrounded by slightly less dense singlefamily homes and duplexes. The density decreases as the distance from downtown increases.
Though densely developed, Maynard is blessed with numerous pockets of publicly owned green
space: the Assabet River corridor, the National Wildlife Refuge, and many medium and small
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parcels of woodland and wetland. Located on the outskirts of Maynard are several private parcels
identified as cultural, recreational, ecological or of aquifer protection importance. Four of these
parcels are enrolled in Chapter 61 programs, which provide the owner with tax abatement in
return for giving the Town the first right of refusal should the property come up for sale. The
Chapter 61 lands include:
•
•
•
•
•

Glenwood Cemetery
The former Cutting tree nursery extension (on SE Route 27 across from Vose Pond)
The apple orchard (on SW Summer St.)
18 Winter Street (adjacent to the National Wildlife Refuge)
Maynard Rod and Gun Club (off Waltham Street).

Another major open space asset is the Assabet River National Wildlife Refuge (formerly Devens
Annex), which occupies 815 acres in the southern quarter of Town. Town owned open space
parcels include the former Waltham Street landfill near the eastern border, the cemetery located
near the intersection of Routes 27 and 117, and the Rockland Avenue ball fields and nearby
undeveloped Town-owned land located on the north-western border of Town. The landfill was
capped and in 2013 leased to a solar power developer providing a significant energy offset to the
community but restricting its status as truly open space. The Maynard golf course, located off Rt.
27 was purchased by the Town and is presently being managed as a public golf course. It
contains 63 acres of open passive recreation seasonally for golf, sledding, snow shoeing, crosscountry skiing and walking.

4. C. Water Resources
4. C.1 Drinking Water Supplies
Prior to mid-May 1997, the Quirk Wells (Wells 1, 2 and 3, which are located in the Quirk Well
field, near the Sudbury line off Old Marlboro Road) and White Pond in Hudson and Stow served
as the two main sources of drinking water for Maynard. See Figure 4. Both of these sources are
located in glacial deposits that contain a considerable amount of ground water. Approximately
55% of the Town’s drinking water came from White Pond in Hudson, with the remainder taken
from Wells 1, 2 and 3. As a result of the 1990 DEP Consent Order requiring Maynard to either
treat White Pond water or abandon it as a drinking water source, the Town chose to abandon
White Pond. The delay in closing off White Pond from the system brought an action against the
Town. Special Town meeting voted to upgrade the fourth well (behind the schools) in October
1996 and a new water treatment plant was installed. In 1996, the Town completed a treatment
facility for corrosion control at Wells 1, 2 and 3, the installation of a 12-inch water main on
Great Road, and the reactivation of Well 4 off Tiger Drive behind the Fowler School.
Subsequently, the Rockland Avenue well fields and a treatment facility to remove iron and
manganese on Rockland Avenue were developed and are now in use.
Maynard’s Water Supply Protection By-Law (9.2) protects the areas near the wells (identified as
Zone I and II) from certain kinds of development and use of potential contaminants, including
salt, fertilizers, and other chemicals. Existing wells are located on Town-owned land and are
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surrounded by state regulated well-head protection zones. However, development in adjacent
Sudbury, within the well-head protection zone, must be monitored for adverse impact.
Additional land acquisition surrounding the well sites will further protect the municipal water
supply from potential contamination sources.
Quirk Well Site (Town Wells 1, 2 & 3)
A major source of drinking water is generally referred to as the Quirk Well site, located off of
Old Marlboro Road in the southeast section of Town. Three active wells are located in the area.
Geologically, the area is characterized by glacial sands and gravels, much of which is located in
an old glacial outwash plain and in kame terrace structures. The greater portion of the surface
geology is deep peat bog, making the area swamps and wetlands.
The original Well 1 was constructed in 1965 and is gravel packed. The second gravel-packed
well was installed during the summer of 1972, 300 feet north of the first well. The third gravelpacked well was constructed in 1993.
Wells 1, 2 and 3 are all in the same high yield sand and gravel aquifer. As is expected from
continued usage of such well sites, the ground water table has dropped by four to six feet within
100 feet of the pumping wells. Due to continuous pumping, surface water is no longer abundant
in the mucky-swamp areas found around the well site. This is identified as a common problem
with wells with associated surface water wetlands. Over-pumping can contribute to major
ecological shifts.
The School Well Site (Well 4)
The Town renewed Well 4 and completed construction of a filtration plant to deal with water
quality issues. This brought the closed well back on-line, part of an effort to remove White Pond
from the Town’s drinking water supply, as required by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts
(due to the requirement to treat surface water supplies and the high cost associated for treatment
facilities). A portion of the well-head protection zone is located in the Assabet River National
Wildlife Refuge.
Rockland Avenue Well fields
Rockland Avenue has deep bedrock wells and a water filtration plant that were developed on
land north of Rockland Avenue in 2000. A new waterline was installed in 2003 across
conservation land on the south side of Rockland Avenue leading up to a connection with existing
waterlines on George Road; these will supplement the current waterline running east along
Rockland Avenue.
Zone II Areas
A Wellhead Zone II is the estimated area from which the town wells recharge and draw. These
areas as shown on a Map in the Protective Zoning Bylaws for the Town of Maynard Zone II
protection that is critical to protect drinking water quality and supply.
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4. C. 2. Potential Drinking and Water Supplies
Historically, three sites were identified as potential sites
for ground water extraction, and one surface water site
was used for drinking water supply.
1. Taylor Brook: Three potential sites for ground
water sources are located in the western portion
of the outwash plain and glacial deposits near the
Assabet River National Wildlife Refuge. A large
kame terrace sand deposit acts as the aquifer for
this potential site, which might yield as many as
150-300 gallons of water per minute. A large,
deep mucked swamp is situated between the
western edge of the outwash plain and the well
sites. This acts as a reservoir, feeding water into
Taylor Brook and therefore the aquifer.
Photo: Taylor Brook

2. Additional Well near School Well: Another location for well development is near the
School Well (Well 4). This location would allow the Town to make use of the existing
pump house. However, the presence of residual contamination on the ARNWR must be
considered when siting new water supplies in this area. Currently, there is no evidence of
contamination from the ARNWR near the proposed location of Well 5.
3. Summer Hill: On the northern edge of the drumlin known as Summer Hill, glacial
deposits of some sands and course gravels can be located. The types of recharge materials
are ill-defined at this time and further exploration is necessary. The area consists of
assorted gravels as well as swamps with muck soils.
4. White Pond: Located in the Towns of Hudson and Stow, White Pond has served as a
major source of Maynard's water supply, yielding approximately 250 million gallons of
water per year. White Pond lies in the former bed of the pre-glacial Assabet River.
During pre-glacial times, the Assabet River flowed into the Sudbury River, to the south
of Maynard, in what today is the general area of Lake Boon and White Pond. During and
after the recent glacial period, the melt filled the River channel with sand and gravels,
diverting the River water into its present channel. While any potential drinking water
supply will only increase in value as resources are strained by new development and
industry, surface drinking water supplies require careful treatment and monitoring due to
their vulnerability to contamination from wildlife, septic system and other runoff. White
Pond’s potential use as a drinking water supply is currently under review by the town.
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4. C.3. Wetland Resources
Figure 1 (Fauna & Flora Map) illustrates Maynard’s wetland resources, a combination of rivers,
streams and ponds and their associated wetlands and isolated wetlands, such as vernal pools.
Wetlands should be protected because of their water storage capability, wildlife habitat, scenic
beauty in the spring and fall, and use as ecological study areas of for nearby schools.
The water resources serve multiple important functions for the Town including:
• Public and private water supply (see above);
• Ground water supply;
• Flood control;
• Storm damage prevention;
• Prevention of pollution;
• Fisheries
• Wildlife habitat
• Water features have cultural, aesthetic and historic value
• Educational value including public uses such as nature study and photography
• Active and passive recreation

4. C.4. Watershed
Maynard’s river, the Assabet, is part of the Sudbury, Assabet and Concord River (SuAsCo)
watershed. There are many swamps and glacial deposits in the area. These, coupled with the
rolling topography, have produced many large and smaller feeder streams. Taylor Brook
watershed is perhaps the most significant sub-watershed in Maynard, as it occupies considerable
land acreage and has excellent ground water.

4. C.5 Surface Waters
Maynard has approximately 70.4 acres (.11 sq. miles) of surface water and approximately 307
acres of vegetated wetlands. Water for domestic and industrial purposes is dependent upon the
protection of surface waters and related recharge areas. The Assabet River and small ponds offer
potential for recreation as well as firefighting. Much of this surface water must be upgraded for
the Town's use and enjoyment.
Assabet River
The Assabet River flows northeast through the center of Maynard. The present channel of the
Assabet River cuts through an area of assorted gravels, sands and a large assortment of rocks.
The Assabet crosses bedrock ledges in the center of Town, although it does not appear to have
eroded them. Much of the present flood plain is composed of glacial sands and gravels that have
been deposited along the flood zone.
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The water in the Assabet River is designated as a Class
B waterway, meaning it is designated for use as a warm
water fishery and for primary and secondary recreation.
Waters assigned Class B status must be protected for the
propagation of fish, and for activities such as swimming
and boating (primary and secondary contact recreation,
respectively). The Assabet fails to meet Class B
standards, primarily due to high levels of nitrogen and
phosphorus.
The federal initiative to remove dams and restore rivers
to their natural state has encouraged discussions in
Maynard about the effect dam removal may have on the
Assabet system in Maynard. The Ben Smith Dam at the
Photo: Assabet River

the southern end of town creates a basin between the dam and White Pond Bridge. A canal
diverts water from this basin to the millpond complex and was historically used by the mill for
hydropower. The diverted water then rejoins the Assabet River near the Walnut Street Bridge
after passing under the mill complex. The dam to the north of Maynard, over the Acton border,
creates the Powdermill Circle basin. It may continue to be used for power generation and would
therefore be exempt from the dam removal initiative.
Ponds
The water quality of some local ponds is a concern in Maynard, as eutrophication, the reduction
of oxygen in the pond water, decreases aesthetic value, speeds filling and conversion to marsh,
and limits passive and active recreational activities.
•

The Mill Ponds located just south of the River provide open water; however, since the
two ponds are surrounded by development, with little associated vegetative buffer, they
currently offer limited wildlife habitat.

•

Vose Pond is located at the southeastern tip of the town and provides valuable open
water and habitat for wildlife. The area around the pond is now residentially developed.
While the area immediately surrounding the pond is protected with a conservation
restriction.

•

Puffer Pond, protected within the borders of the Assabet River National Wildlife Refuge
is the largest standing water body in Maynard.

•

Thanksgiving Pond, on private property receives drainage from its feeder stream, Taylor
Brook. It empties directly into the Assabet River.
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4. C.6 Vegetated Wetlands
The primary wetland resource types found in Maynard are bordering vegetated and isolated
wetlands. The predominant type of vegetated wetland is the red maple swamp. These areas, as
well as marshes and floodplains, offer important visual resources and wildlife habitats, which
adds a natural dimension to Maynard.
Wetlands North of the Assabet River
The largest area of wetland in this section of Maynard is in the very northern tip of town, near
Rockland Woods. The wetlands are part of a large wetland system that extends into Acton and
Stow called the Great Swamp, Heath Hen Meadow, and Pratts Brook. These wetlands consist
primarily of red maple swamp with a well-developed shrub layer of pepperbush, the invasive
European Buckthorn and winterberry. The canopy layer of wetlands in the northwestern portion
of the Town consists primarily of white pine with little understory. There are few areas of open
water in this area. This area is also the location of the town wells and water treatment plant. It
has also been identified as an important biodiversity area in the SuAsCo watershed.
Numerous other smaller areas of wetlands and streams exist north of the Assabet River.
Typical riverine vegetation includes birch, box elders, alders, willows and silver maples. The
alders grow at the edge of the river and are important in holding the river embankments in place.
Embankment vegetation could provide a fine greenbelt through the center of the Town.
The wetlands in this portion of the Town have not been as heavily disturbed or segmented as the
wetlands north of the river. Almost all of the wetlands in this area consist of red maple swamp
with a shrub layer that varies in density.
The Assabet River National Wildlife Refuge and the School Woods area contain the most
extensive and least developed wetland resources in the Town. The red maple swamp in this
region is associated with Taylor Brook, various unnamed streams and Puffer's Pond. This area is
most likely one of the greatest values to wildlife due to its lack of disturbance, its seclusion, the
interspersion of wetlands and uplands, between habitat types, which is beneficial to wildlife. It
has both open water, with Puffer's Pond and streams, red maple swamp, limited areas of marsh,
and many vernal pools.
Other such wetland areas include the Old Marlboro Road well site and former Cutting
Nursery extension which lies in a large tract of swampland east of and along Route 27, the
swamps around the Maynard School campus, and the wetlands at Glenwood and St.
Bridget’s Cemeteries (one a man-made pond, another a group of vernal pools, and another a red
maple swamp).
Vernal Pools
There are eighteen certified vernal pools in Maynard as of September 2015, (see Figure 1).
Certified vernal pools are located near Vose Pond, in Glenwood and St. Bridget’s Cemetery
woods, in the Assabet River National Wildlife Refuge, and behind the schools. Other identified
vernal pools currently not certified are on Rockland Avenue and on the Derby Orchard property
among other places.
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4. C. 7 Flood Hazard Areas
Maynard’s Floodway Boundary and Floodway Map (Floodway) and Flood Insurance Rate Map
(FIRM) dated July 7, 2014 show the areas subject to flooding within the Town.
Except for the Assabet River National Wildlife Refuge property, the Floodway map includes the
boundaries of all floodways in the Town, while the FIRM map designates zones of flooding
including information on the probable depth of maximum high water in areas subject to
inundation.
Because of Maynard’s extensive river and tributary system, many flood hazard areas are spread
throughout the Town. All of the streams and brooks that are part of the Assabet River system
have areas of potential flood hazard. Flood insurance rate maps can be viewed for individual
parcels at the Maynard Office of Municipal Services.
On the southeast side of Maynard, limited flood hazard zones correspond to the location of
wetlands and Town wells. Wetlands in the northeast and the Fort Pond Brook Branch stream, as
it drains into the Durant Retention Basin, are flood hazard zones. Several of the residential culde-sacs east of Powdermill Road border on a flood hazard zone. Flooding from Taylor Brook,
the Assabet River and Mill Pond is confined to areas directly adjacent to the banks of the
waterways and pond.

4. D. Vegetation
4. D.1 Forested Land
The forested areas within the Town are very important because of the variety of vegetation and
habitats they provide, ranging from mixed upland forest to red maple swamp.
Mixed upland forest is composed of secondary growth (less than one hundred years old). The
wooded areas are dominated by oak and maple, interspersed with pine, beech, birch, and aspen.
This type of northern deciduous forest is termed the Northern Hardwood Association. Hardwood
Associations of this type cover much of the lowland areas of New England. In Maynard, this
oak, beech, and maple forest mix is located on the Assabet River National Wildlife Refuge, the
School Woods behind the school campus adjacent to the Refuge, Summer Hill, Rockland
Woods, the Old Marlboro Road municipal well site, and former Cutting Nursery extension. (See
Section 4.E.3. for descriptions of these important large natural areas.)
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4. D.2. Agricultural Land
With the recent development of Asparagus Farm, few agricultural properties remain. The two
most important are enrolled in Chapter 61 programs: the former Cutting Nursery extension on
Route 27 across from Vose Hill and the apple orchard on Summer Street.
The Cutting Nursery extension (currently enrolled in Ch. 61) consists of flat rich upland along
Rt. 27 and extensive wetlands near Town Wells 1, 2 and 3. This property should be preserved as
one of the remaining undeveloped agricultural fields in Maynard and as an important well-head
buffer.
The Apple Orchard (currently enrolled in Ch. 61) on the Stow town line abuts other areas of
open space, and so is important to protect. It also is one of the last working farms in town, and is
typical of the historic agricultural landscape in this part of New England prior to residential
development. It is a public landscape, viewable from one of the major roads in town, onto which
the public is invited to pick their own apples. It is an important scenic and recreational resource.
The orchard is also home to at least one vernal pool and so qualifies as priority habitat.
The farm at the end of Glendale Street consists of a small cultivated field, barns, some pasture,
livestock, and woods. The property runs to wetlands below. As one of the last working farms,
albeit a hobby farm, Glendale Street farm is deserving of preservation.

4. E. Fisheries and Wildlife
4. E.1 Inventory
In June of 2013 and 2014, Maynard participated in the State’s Biodiversity Days species count.
U.S. Fish and Wildlife and the Friends of the Assabet River National Wildlife Refuge have
conducted species inventories on the ARNWR. This list includes:
• 667 species
• 528 native (78%)
• 151 introduced (22%)
• 99 additional species likely to occur
• 32 species uncommon in east-central Massachusetts
• 8 state listed species
Many of the Town’s species of concern have been documented on the Refuge (see Tables 4-5
and 4-6). Refuge staff and volunteers have worked to identify the invasive species, and most on
their list are common throughout Town.
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4. E. 2 Wildlife Corridors and Streams
There are several wildlife corridors throughout Town, the primary one being the riparian corridor
along the Assabet River. Much of the green space along the Assabet has been developed, but an
identified priority is to restore and develop greater public access to the riverfront.
The Assabet River Rail Trail (ARRT) is a major regional project that will promote access to the
river and make use of open space adjacent to the river for recreational activities. The ARRT
proposes to link the Towns of Marlborough, Hudson, Stow, Maynard, and Acton with a 12-mile
trail for commuting and recreation, while enhancing and protecting the natural beauty of the
Assabet River Valley. The acquisition of the section of the future Assabet River Rail Trail, south
of Route 117, along the river, has brought a major riparian parcel into the public sphere and will
restrict future development to a paved bike and pedestrian path. Construction of the trail
commenced in the spring of 2016 and is expected to be completed in less than two years.
The stream running to the east of Silver Hill Conservation Land connects that area of woodland
via the streamway to the Rockland Woods Conservation Land, and thence to Great Swamp in
Acton, and so is a valuable habitat targeted for protection.
The Glenwood Cemetery wooded wetlands drain into a red maple swamp to their north, which in
turn runs into a perennial stream, all of which comprises a substantial wetland complex. The
Glenwood Cemetery wetlands, vernal pools, and woods are home to at least two of the Town’s
species of concern and are worthy of protection as wildlife habitat. (The Glenwood Cemetery is
also a Works Project Administration site and merits historic preservation.)
The streamway running behind Ericson’s Ice Cream shop on Route 117 eastward into the
Assabet River is another wetland complex providing excellent potential habitat.
Completing the protection of a riparian corridor along the west bank of the Assabet between the
Riverwalk Conservation Land and the DPW wastewater treatment facility is another priority.
The connection is currently privately owned and unprotected.

4. E. 3 Large Natural Areas
The Assabet River National Wildlife Refuge is included in the Sudbury-Assabet-Concord Inland
River priority for protection Focus Area under the North American Waterfowl Management Plan
(NAWMP). The Refuge is also included within the Emergency Wetlands Resource Act of 1986. It
is included in the US Environmental Protection Agency’s Priority Wetlands of New England listing
(1987). The Refuge is also one of two areas in Maynard identified as being High Biodiversity Focus
Areas in the SuAsCo Watershed Biodiversity Protection and Stewardship Plan. The Refuge has also
been designated a Massachusetts Important Bird Area (IBA) for its rare and unique habitat,
including: Atlantic white cedar swamp, kettlehole pond, dwarf shrub bogs, open canopy
minerotrophic peatlands and other sand communities. IBAs provide essential habitat for one or
more species of breeding, wintering or migrating birds. The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service rely on
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the assistance of volunteers from the surrounding communities to develop additional nature
education and more public access available. The Friends of the Assabet River NWR provide
considerable time and effort toward accomplishment of refuge and Service goals. They
participate in environmental education and outreach, land protection, biological surveys, habitat
management, and fund raising projects.
Due to its immediate proximity to the Refuge, the School Woods merits special protection. The
ARNWR and the School Woods provide a continuous habitat, and there is every reason to believe
the species of concern on the Refuge make use of the School Woods as well. This is one of
Maynard’s most diverse habitats and may well be outstanding bird habitat on a State-wide level.
These woods are also home to several of Maynard’s vernal pools.
Another important resource area is Rockland Woods/Great Swamp, the woodlands and wetlands
to the north and west of Maynard running from the area around Silver Hill Conservation Land,
north along both sides of Rockland Avenue. This is a large complex system providing habitat for
possibly two State-listed species. This area has been identified, along with the ARNWR, as a High
Biodiversity Focus Areas in the SuAsCo Watershed Biodiversity Protection and Stewardship Plan.
All the Town’s vernal pools, particularly the Glenwood Cemetery vernal pool complex are
priority habitat as defined by the State. They should be given special protection as they are often
critical habitat for some of the State’s species of concern.
Summer Hill is the highest peak in Maynard and home to the town’s water tanks. The surrounding
hill holds acres of woodland, perched wetlands, intermittent streams, and a variety of other
ecosystems.
The Assabet River is a critical component of the Sudbury-Assabet-Concord River watershed. Its
protection is a matter of concern, not only for the Town of Maynard, but for all the communities
along its banks.
Although Maynard does not contain any State recognized Areas of Critical Environmental
Concern (ACECs), the natural resources in Town are significant. If an ecosystem falling in
Maynard is identified as qualifying it may be proposed. An ACEC is an area containing
concentrations of highly significant environmental resources that has been formally designated
by the Commonwealth’s Secretary of Environmental Affairs following a public nomination and
review process. Prime candidates for ACEC designation include the Refuge and the Great
Swamp areas.

4. E. 4. Rare, Threatened and Endangered Fauna and Flora
A large section of the Assabet River National Wildlife Refuge as well as the land surrounding
the Old Marlboro Road groundwater wells have been designated as Priority Habitat of Rare
Species and Estimated Habitat of Rare Wildlife by the Natural Heritage Endangered Species
Program. Any development proposed for this area requires a MESA filing and review by the
Natural Heritage Endangered Species Program.
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The Natural Heritage Endangered Species Program documented the following species in the
Town of Maynard:

Taxonomic
Group
Amphibian
Reptile
Vascular Plant

Scientific
Name
Ambystoma
laterale
Emydoidea
blandingii
Lipocarpha
micrantha

Common
Name
Blue-spotted
Salamander

MESA Federal Most Recent
Status Status Observation
SC

1992

Blanding's Turtle

T

2000

Dwarf Bulrush

T

1911

Assabet River National Wildlife Refuge is the only property in Maynard on which a major plant
survey has been conducted. The results of the Refuge’s efforts show that Maynard is home to
many plant species deserving protection. Based on their preliminary environmental review at the
Refuge, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service has documented the following plant species of State
or Federal concern (see Table 4-5). Because their documentation is Refuge-wide and so does not
show whether a specific species actually exists in Maynard, an assumption has been made that
they all may. Because the School Woods form a continuous ecosystem with the Refuge, one
would expect that the woodland species listed in Table 4-5 may also be present there.
Table 4-5: State Listed Plant Species found on the Assabet River National Wildlife Refuge

Common Plant Name
Few-Seeded Sedge
Lacegrass
Midland Sedge
New England Blazing
Star
Northern Starwort
Philadelphia Panic Grass
Red Pine
Small Beggar Ticks

Scientific Name
Carex oligosperma Michx
Eragrotis capillaries
Carex mesochorea
Liatris borealis
Stellaria calycantha
Panicum philadelphicum var. philadelphicum
Pinus resinosa Soland. in Ait.
Bidens discoidea

Status
ST
WL
SE
SC
WL
SC
WL
WL

While a detailed plant survey has not been conducted there, Great Swamp, on the border of
Maynard and Acton, running through Rockland Avenue Conservation Land, is one of the largest
red maple swamps in the SuAsCo watershed, and is targeted as an area of great merit on the
SuAsCo Biodiversity Protection and Stewardship Plan. There is every reason to believe that a
species survey conducted on this rich and fairly undisturbed site would be rewarded by many
plant species of concern.
State-listed species of concern have been found associated with the Rockland Woods
Conservation Land, the Glenwood Cemetery, and the vernal pools throughout Town.
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4. E. 5 Rare, Threatened and Endangered Fauna
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service identified many animal species of concern on the ARNWR.
Because this Refuge falls in several towns, this Plan cannot determine their exact location, but
attributes them to Maynard in which a large and ecologically rich area of the Refuge falls. Statelisted species found in other locations in Maynard are drawn from the State’s Natural Heritage
and Endangered Species listing.
Table 4-6: Federal and State Listed Animal Species found on Assabet River in Maynard (EIM)
Common Name
Bald Eagle
Blackpoll Warbler
Blanding's Turtle
Blue Spotted Salamander
Cooper’s Hawk
Eastern Box Turtle
Northern Parula
Sharp-shinned Hawk
Spotted Turtle

Scientific Name
Haliaeetus
leucocephalus
Dendroica striata
Emydoidea
blandingii
Ambystoma laterale
Accipiter cooperi
Terrapene carolina
Parula Americana
Accipiter striatus
Clemmys guttata

Status
FT-SE

Location
ARNWR

SC
ST

ARNWR
ARNWR & EIM

SC
SC
SC
ST
SC
SC

ARNWR
ARNWR
ARNWR
ARNWR
ARNWR
ARNWR

FT-SE: Federally threatened-State endangered; ST: State threatened; SC: State special concern
Sources: Assabet River National Wildlife Refuge Final Comprehensive Conservation Plan, January 2005

4. E. 6. Vernal Pools: Living Communities
Vernal pools are a priority habitat type within the State. Vernal pools are temporary freshwater
pools which hold snowmelt and spring rains and provide critical breeding habitat for a number of
invertebrate species, due to the absence of predatory fish. These pools may or may not dry out in
the summer or be associated with an outflow. The Town has fourteen certified vernal pools and
has identified numerous others (see Figure 1). Maynard’s vernal pools are providing critical
habitat for at least three of the Town’s species of concern. Most of the vernal pools are behind
the schools and on the Refuge, or in the cemetery woods, but others appear in the apple orchard
on Summer Street, on Rockland Woods Conservation Land, and near Vose Pond subdivision.
Maynard’s Wetland Administration Bylaw gives special protection to both certified and
uncertified vernal pools.
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4. F. Scenic Resources and Unique Environments
Open Space in Maynard takes the form of the river and stream corridors, natural woodlands and
wetlands, and a few parcels dedicated to orchard and tree farm activities. This open space is
owned federally (the Assabet River National Wildlife Refuge), by the state (Department of
Environmental Protection), municipally (the Conservation Commission, Board of Selectmen,
Department of Public Works, School Department, and Recreation Department), and privately.
Little of the municipal and private open space in Maynard is zoned as Open Space; indeed, little
has any true protection against development. See Chapter 5 for a complete inventory of public
and private open space in Maynard.

4. G. Maynard’s Cultural Features
Cultural features are varied, but provide benefits, often intangible to the public. Woodlands, for
example, contribute directly to the scenic value of landscapes, add to landscape diversity,
provide recreational value, and may serve as areas of scientific research and outdoor education.

4. G.1 Scenic Resources
Maynard's visual character is defined by:
 The Assabet River and the Ben Smith Dam
 The Mill Complex
 Densely developed downtown
 Forested hills (such as Summer Hill, Silver Hill, etc.)
 Ponds (such as the Mill Ponds, Thanksgiving Pond, Durant Pond, etc.)
Figure 6 illustrates the locations of Maynard’s scenic resources. Land has been acquired in parts
of the Town to maintain the open space and forested visual quality of the area.

4. G.2 Cultural Resources
Maynard's cultural character is defined by:
 Densely developed downtown
 Mill & Main Office Park
 The Maynard School Campus
 The Assabet River Rail Trail
 Art Space
 The Maynard Rod and Gun Club
 The Maynard Golf Course
 The Maynard Public Library
 Numerous restaurants
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4. G.3 Historical Resources
Maynard is home to one identified pre-Colonial site and the Town’s riverfront and pond-side
land may hold more yet to be discovered. A prehistoric site has been located in the central
wetland area of the ARNWR. Other sites on the Refuge have the conditions that would have
attracted Native American use. Maynard is one of several communities between Cambridge and
West Brookfield through which a historic trade route, dating back to pre-colonial times, is
located. The Massachusetts Bay Path initially served to link Native American villages. European
settlers quickly recognized the path as the one most easily traversed. Settlers widened this path to
accommodate carts and wagons.
Table 4-9 Identifies Historically Significant Properties in Maynard Approved by vote of the
Maynard Historical Commission on 1 December 2016.
Table 4-9: Historic Sites in Maynard
Site Name
Site Location
Assabet Woolen Mill Complex
Main Street
Cleary & Williams Dry Goods
32 - 36 Main Street
Cannon Block/ United Cooperative Society 54 - 58 Main Street
Maynard Trust Company
81 Main Street
Mason Block/Maynard Block
100 Main Street
Riverside Hall (Gruber Bros)
115 Main
st
Lorenzo Maynard House (1 house)
147 Main Street
Original Mill Building (now apartments)
165 Main Street
People’s Theater
14 Nason Street
W.B. Case Block and Annex
28 - 30 Nason Street
Roosevelt School ( Public Library)
77 Nason Street
Turnpike School
62 Acton Street
George F. Brown House
93 Acton Street
Coolidge School
12 Bancroft Street
Dexter Smith House
40 Concord Street
Lorenzo Maynard House
7 - 9 Dartmouth Street
Lorenzo Maynard Carriage House
9 – 11 Dartmouth Street
William Parker House
9 Elm Street
Early Millwork Housing
7 Front Street
Erikson’s Dairy Building & Ice Cream
10 Great Road
Haman Smith House
36 Great Road
Concord, Maynard Hudson Street Railway Car Barn
63 Great Road
Concord, Maynard Hudson Street Railroad / 65 Great Road
Powderhouse / St, Casimer Church

Mrs. Smith’s Girl School
Jonathan Smith House
Levi Smith House/Red Fox Inn
Alumni Field House

166 Great Road
174 Great Road
178 Great Road
197 Great Road
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Table 4-9: Historic Sites in Maynard Continued
Site Name

Site Location

William Smith House
Louis Brigham House
Original Assabet Village Post Office
Case House
Oldest House on Park Street

206
318
3 High Street
4 Maple Street
12 Park Street
St. Bridget’s Church & Rectory (Abel Haynes 1 Percival Street
House)
Powder Mill Supermarket & Church
Mill Worker Tenement Housing
Holy Annunciation Church

Asa Smith House
Garfield School
Mill Worker Tenement Housing
Coughlan’s Livery, Stable (Fine Arts Theater)

United Methodist Church
Thomas Brooks House
American Legion Hall
St. George’s Episcopal Church
Thomas Hill’s House
Silas Brooks House & Barn
Red Brick School
Lucius Maynard House & Barn

106 Powder Mill Road
116, 118 Powder Mill Road
15 Prospect Street
84 Summer Hill Road
48 Sudbury Street
1,3,5,7,9,11,13,15,17,19 Sudbury St
17/19/21 Summer Street
2 Summer Street
50 - 52 Summer Street
51 Summer Street
60 Summer Street
82 Summer
88 - 90 Summer Street
101 Summer Street
114 Summer Street

In addition to these historic sites, there are/were many old farm houses in the interior of the
Assabet River National Wildlife Refuge. The ARNWR contains the remains of the former Rice
Tavern at the intersection of Old Lancaster Road (Puffer Road) and Old Marlboro Road. The
military disassembled Rice Tavern, an old stage coach stop, although the foundation is still
visible. Vose Pond is particularly significant for potential archeological remains as it is located
opposite to Rice Tavern. Vose Pond was also used by Finish immigrants around the turn of the
century as a picnic and recreation site. Vose Pond is privately owned and has been developed as
a 23-home subdivision, with no public access to the pond itself.
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4. H. Maynard’s Cultural Features
4. H.1 Landfills
Maynard’s closed Waltham Street Municipal Landfill is located in the eastern section of Town on
the border of Sudbury and Maynard, specifically between Walnut Street and Second Division Brook.
Between 1948 and 1979, the unlined landfill served the refuse requirements of the Town’s residents. In
1980, the landfill was closed and, in 1986 capped. There is currently a 1.75 megawatts solar field as
well as a one acre free-leash dog park at the southern section of the site, closest to Waltham Street. The
land, owned by the town, the solar field land is leased by Washington Gas.

4. H.2. Erosion and Sedimentation
Although there are currently no major problems associated with erosion in Town, there are a few
areas that this plan targets for erosion control plantings, such as the Elks Club and Erikson Ice
Cream parking lots. Plantings along residential riverbanks will reduce siltation due to storm runoff. O.A.R.S. for the Assabet, Sudbury, and Concord Rivers has taken the lead in identifying
potential areas prone to erosion and directing volunteers to mitigate the problem areas, such as
the erosion control plantings conducted during the summer of 1996 at the Perry Packaging firm
in Maynard.
Anecdotal information and casual observation suggests that Thanksgiving Pond contains
sedimentation buildup. The Ben Smith Dam basin and the millpond are both nutrient and
sediment sinks.

4. H.3 Storm Drain Maintenance
Approximately 900 catch basins and selected drain manholes, including those located at the
schools, are mechanically cleaned on an annual basis by the DPW. Manholes and catch basins
are repaired on an ongoing process as part of the regular maintenance of drainage systems.
Culverts and brooks are checked regularly and cleaned as needed to prevent blockage during
inclement weather. The repair and maintenance of the town’s stormwater system is required
under the conditions and requirements of the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
General Permit. Annual reports are prepared by the Town and submitted to the EPA and DEP
for their review.
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4. H.4 New Development
The primary concerns for residents regarding development are its effects on the quality of life in
Maynard and its impacts on the environment. Residential housing development continues, due to
Maynard’s development-friendly zoning. Residential growth in Maynard can strain existing
drainage systems, increase road maintenance and repair costs, increase demand for public safety
services, strain school capacity, and generally overburden the Town’s infrastructure. However,
the greatest concern is that this development will continue to impinge on the last undeveloped
land, or partially protected areas, critical to wildlife habitat, water supply protection, recreational
needs, and community character. Therefore planned development and protection of critical land
is crucial for the Town’s survival.

4. H.5. Ground and Surface Water Pollution
The Town is in compliance with the DEP’s surface water and drinking water monitoring
programs. Minor contamination of surface water in the Assabet has been associated with
seasonal changes, but the Town has never experienced major ground water pollution problems,
except on the Refuge, associated with the Army’s activities there. The Town’s wells have never
been shut down due to contamination problems. The wells are located in relatively remote areas,
away from current industrial activities. However, residential development continues in Sudbury
alongside Maynard’s Old Marlboro Road wellheads, and near potential well sites. Rezoning and
other proactive protection including land acquisition is essential around current and potential
municipal water supplies to ensure adequately for the community’s growing needs.
The White Pond Study Committee is currently reviewing the use of White Pond as a potential
drinking water supply.
Water quality monitoring team from O.A.R.S. for the Assabet, Sudbury, and Concord Rivers
periodically sample and test the Assabet River for pollution from various sample locations.
OAR’s Water Quality Monitoring Program Final Report – 2015 and 2016 Field Seasons
summarizes the water quality data for the upper and lower Assabet River and tributary sampling
sites. The water quality results for the sampling station in Maynard (just upstream of the
Waltham Street Bridge) are presented for the years 2015-2016. These results show that for the
23 sampling events when dissolved oxygen samples were collected, no results were below the
DEP Class B warm water quality standard of 5.0 mg/L. In contrast, total phosphorus, nitrate,
and total nitrogen concentrations during these same sampling events were consistently greater
than the EPA Ecoregion XIV recommended concentrations. “The findings of the Assabet River
TMDL Phase One Study (ENSR 2001) confirm that the majority of the nutrients entering the
river come from wastewater treatment plants that discharge treated effluent to the river. In
particular, treatment plants are the major source of ortho-phosphorus (the bioavailable form of
phosphorus) throughout the year.” [OARS 2011, p.4] Scheduled upgrades to the wastewater
treatment plants that discharge into the Assabet River should create long-term reductions. The
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Hudson and Maynard WWTPs have completed their upgrades and meet the total phosphorus
discharge limit of 0.1 mg/L along the River along with cleanup, bank stabilization and the
creation of vegetated buffer zones along the bank should be a priority to control non-point source
pollution. River cleanups, sponsored by local volunteer organizations, such as OARS and
Maynard Litter League, take place on a regular basis.

4. H.6. Water Bodies (Water Quality and Water Quantity)
The combined Assabet, Sudbury, and Concord River watershed is about 399 square miles in
eastern Massachusetts and is within EPA’s Nutrient Ecoregion XIV subregion 59, the Eastern
Coastal Plain. The mainstream rivers, particularly the Assabet, suffer from cultural
eutrophication caused by excess nutrients coming from point and non-point sources and from the
soft sediments. During the growing season excess nutrients, phosphorus in particular, fuel
nuisance algal and macrophytic plant growth which interferes with recreational use of the rivers
and causes large daily variations in dissolved oxygen concentrations and pH, making poor
habitat for aquatic life. When the algae and plants decay (whenever they are exposed on the river
banks and/or at the end of the growing season) they generate strong sewage-like odors, can
dramatically lower dissolved oxygen levels in the water column and impair aesthetics and use of
the rivers. Under the federal Clean Water Act (Section 305b), states are required to evaluate the
condition of the state’s surface and ground waters with respect to their ability to support
designated uses (such as fishing and swimming) as defined in each of the state’s surface water
quality standards. In their 2014 assessment, Massachusetts Department of Environmental
Protection (MA DEP, 2014) lists all sections of the Assabet and Concord Rivers, from the
Assabet River Reservoir (A1 Impoundment) in Westborough to the confluence with the
Merrimack River in Lowell, on the Impaired Waters List—Category 5, “Waters Requiring a
TMDL” for a variety of impairments. A Total Maximum Daily Loading Study (TMDL) for
nutrients on the Assabet River was completed in 2004. The Sudbury River upstream of the Fruit
Street bridge in Hopkinton/Westborough is listed as Category 3, “No uses assessed.” All sections
of the Sudbury River from Fruit Street downstream to the confluence with the Assabet in
Concord are listed as Category 5, impaired for metals. Seven of the tributaries in the basin are
also listed as Category 5 Waters (MA DEP, 2014): Eames Brook (cause unknown, taste/odor,
noxious aquatic plants), Hop Brook in Marlborough/ Sudbury (nutrients, pathogens, dissolved
oxygen, and noxious aquatic plants), Pantry Brook (pathogens), Elizabeth Brook (cause known),
Nashoba Brook (fisheries bioassessment), and River Meadow Brook (pathogens). Mill Brook in
Concord is listed as Category 4c Waters, “Impairment not caused by a pollutant.” Other
tributaries are listed as either Category 2 (“Attaining some uses; other uses not assessed”) or
Category 3 (“No Uses Assessed”). The findings of the Assabet River Total Maximum Daily
Load for Total Phosphorus study (ENSR 2001, MA DEP 2004) confirmed that the majority of
the nutrients entering the Assabet were coming from the wastewater treatment plants that
discharge treated effluent to the river. In OARS 2 WQ Final Report 2015particular, treatment
plants are the major source of ortho-phosphorus (the bioavailable form of phosphorus)
throughout the year. While non-point sources contribute nutrients, they contributed significantly
less than point sources over the growing season. As a part of Phase I, ways of limiting nutrient
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flux from the nutrient-rich sediments which accumulate in the slower moving and impounded
river sections were studied. The Assabet River, Massachusetts, Sediment and Dam Removal
Feasibility Study (ACOE 2010) examined sediment dredging, dam removal, and lower winter
phosphorus discharge limits as ways of controlling the annual phosphorus loading from the
sediments. The study concluded that: (1) dredging would achieve, at best, short-term
improvements; (2) phosphorus discharge from the WWTPs in the winter contributes to the
annual phosphorus budget for the Assabet and, therefore, decreased winter phosphorus discharge
limits would be another way to control phosphorus loading to the system; and (3) that dam
removal plus the Phase 1 WWTPs phosphorus discharge reductions would almost meet the goal
of reducing the sediment phosphorus contribution by 90 percent (MA DEP 2004), achieving an
estimated 80 percent reduction. The study commented that, “due to the large size of the
impoundment, if the Ben Smith dam were to stay in place, significant biomass growth would
continue to occur, resulting in existing levels of sediment phosphorus flux in both the entire
length of the Ben Smith impoundment, and continuing downstream to the Powdermill
impoundment, and beyond.” Upgrades to all four municipal wastewater treatment plants that
discharge to the Assabet River were completed as of the spring of 2012: Hudson in September
2009, Maynard in spring 2011, Significant water chestnut infestations are also on the Concord
River, particularly in the Billerica impoundment, and the Assabet River, particularly in the Stow
sections of the river. OARS is in its 11th year assessing aquatic plant biomass in the large
impoundments of the Assabet River. The data collected is valuable and used to characterize fish
habitat conditions in the main tributary sub-basins. Streamflow and habitat availability data were
collected at seven tributary sites (Assabet headwaters, Hop Brook, North Brook, Elizabeth
Brook, Danforth Brook, Nashoba Brook, and River Meadow Brook) to calculate OARS’ “Stream
Health Index”.
As the Assabet flows between the two dams that frame Maynard’s stretch of the river, a portion
of the river is shunted into the millrace and millpond. These man made features originally
provided waterpower to the woolen mill and was later used to generate electricity at a small
hydroelectric plant. Both these functions have ceased; the millpond now serves as a fire pond and
an aesthetic and historic landscape feature in the heart of Maynard. The water management
system controlling the water level in the millstream and pond was recently upgraded and a new
weir system installed. The gatehouse located on the canal upstream of the millpond regulates the
flow of water, diverting water to the main branch of the Assabet during periods of low flow
(typically the height of summer).
Bioaccumulation studies of fish found in Puffer Pond show that while contaminants are present
they are not statistically different from other fish samples from nearby areas. The mercury
present in the fish samples is not present in the pond water tested. However, the pond is listed in
the Massachusetts Department of Public Health Freshwater Fish Consumption Advisory List for
mercury, and the advisory state “The general public should not consume any fish from this water
body. Puffer Pond contains levels of sediment and water contaminants above desired State
levels, but current data does not show it having an adverse effect on wildlife.”
Taylor Brook, which runs from Puffer Pond and other sources into the Assabet River via
Thanksgiving Pond in Maynard, should have similar issues to those found in Puffer Pond,
although Taylor Brook has not been tested.
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4. H.7. Wildlife and Human Health Issues
Two important human health issues in Maynard are tied to wildlife. Rabies is active in
Maynard’s mammal population, although no human exposure is recorded. Maynard has an active
rabies inoculation program for pets. The BOH provides information on living near wildlife that
potentially carries rabies.
Adult deer ticks (Ixodes scapularis) may carry Lyme disease, babesiosis, and ehrlichiosis. Ticks,
carried my mice are found generally in a wooded habitat, near the ground and may be active
during any month but late spring to late fall are seasons of high risk. Lyme disease has been on
the increase in both the human and canine populations.
Abandoned tires left on land raise concerns about West Nile and other mosquito-borne viruses
as they lay eggs in discarded tires that fill with rain water. West Nile Virus has been found in
nearby bird populations, but no human exposure has been recorded in Maynard. Maynard has
joined the East Middlesex Mosquito Control Project which provides pesticide application in
return for payment. The debate continues between advocates for human health and
environmentalists who disagree about the effectiveness, the methods, and the need for pesticide
application, and are concerned about the effect of the pesticide on human health and other
species more closely related to mosquitoes. For the present, the human concerns have preempted
other environmental considerations; and the increase of West Nile Virus in the bird population
continues. The Conservation Commission and DEP now have regulations requiring infiltration of
stormwater which has higher pollution control effectiveness than detention facilities.

4. H.8. Invasive and Introduced Flora Species
A recent survey of species on the Refuge found that 78% were native and 22% were introduced.
This is likely true of introduced species throughout the Town. The Refuge is setting up a
program of control. Coordination with Refuge management may be the most efficient way of
controlling species progress across major parcels of Maynard land. The Town of Concord has
undertaken a town-wide survey locating invasives street by street; such a model might work well
in the relatively small town of Maynard.
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Table : 4-10 Invasive species identified on the Assabet River National Wildlife
Refuge and Elsewhere in Maynard

Common Name
Autumn Olive
Bella Honeysuckle
Bittersweet Nightshade
Black Locust
Black Swallowwort
Catawba Tree
Common Buckthorn
Common or European Barberry
Common Reed
Cypress Spurge
European Buckthorn
Garlic Mustard
Gill-over-the-Ground or
Creeping Charlie
Glossy Buckthorn
Japanese Barberry
Japanese Honeysuckle
Japanese Hops
Japanese Knotweed
Common Name
Japanese Stiltgrass
Moneywort
Morrow Honeysuckle
Multiflora Rose
Narrowleaf Bittercress
Norway Maple
Oriental or Asiatic Bittersweet
Purple Loosestrife
Sheep Sorrel
Spotted Knapweed
Swingle Tree-of-Heaven or
Copal Tree
True Forget-Me-Not
Water chestnut
Eurasian Watermilfoil
White Poplar
Wineberry
Winged Burning Bush
Yellow Iris
Wooly Adelgid

Scientific Name
Elaeagnus umbellata
Lonicera X bella Zabel
Solanum dulcamara
Robinia pseudo-acacia L.
Cynanchum nigram (L.) Pers
Catalpa speciosa
Rhamnus cathartica
Berberis vulgaris L.
Phragmites australis (Cav.) Trin. Ex Steud
Euphorbia cyparissias
Rhammus frangula L.
Alliaria petiolata
Glechoma hederacea
Frangula alnus
Berberis thunbergii DC.
Lonicera japonica Thunb.
Humulus japonicus
Polygonum cuspidatum Siebold & Zuccar.
Scientific Name
Microstegium vimineum
Lysimachia nummularia L.
Lonicera morrowii Gray
Rosa multiflora Thunb.
Cardamine impatiens L.
Acer platanoides
Celastrus orbiculata Thunb..
Lythrum salicaria
Rumex acetosella L.
Cantaurea maculosa Lam.
Ailanthus altissima (Mill.)
Myosotis scorpioides L.
Trapa natans L.
Myriophyllum spicatum L.
Populus alba
Rubus phoenicolasius
Euonymus alata
Iris pseudacorus L.
Adelges tsugae

Sources: Assabet River National Wildlife Refuge Final Comprehensive Conservation Plan, January 2005
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The invasive Norway maple is found throughout Town, even as a street tree. This particular
non-native invasive species provides almost no habitat, grows strongly (and therefore is not
recognized as a nuisance), and interbreeds with native maples. Because of their strength and
adaptability they will take over native species habitat unless controlled. Planting and cultivation
of this species within Town should be stopped and a public education campaign undertaken. The
Town should not plant Norway maples as street trees.
The invasive Burning bush or winged euonymus is a landscaping escapee now taking over in
sections of conservation land. Invasive Oriental Bittersweet brings down sections of forest on
conservation and other land. The Conservation Commission has begun programs of bittersweet
control on conservation land.
Water chestnut and Eurasian Water milfoil are taking over waterways. A program to combat
their advance should be designed and implemented as soon as possible.
European buckthorn, Japanese knotweed, and Purple loosestrife are all highly invasive plant
species that prefer moist land and thrive along waterways.
The major non-native parasite affecting vegetation is the wooly adelgid, which, like the parasites
of the American elm and the native chestnut before them, is causing widespread destruction of a
native species, the Canadian hemlock. These insects have been seen in Maynard’s hemlock
population. A relatively non-toxic control program is to spray affected hemlocks with ‘sun oil’ or
agricultural oil that suffocates the insects if applied at a specific stage of their life cycle. This is a
labor intensive and not inexpensive management program that depends on accurate timing of
application for its effectiveness.

4. H.9. Air Quality
Sampling of air quality performed by the MassDEP’s Air Assessment Branch operates a network
of air monitoring stations located in 20 cities and towns throughout Massachusetts during the
summer months. The monitoring station located in the Assabet River National Wildlife Refuge
within the town of Stow is the closest station to Maynard. This station monitors air quality for
ozone, in addition to these meteorological parameters:
• wind speed/wind direction
• relative humidity
• temperature
• barometric pressure
• solar radiation, and
• upper air wind and temperature.
During 2015, the station at Stow exceeded National Ambient Air Quality Standard for ozone (8hour average value of 0.075 parts per million (ppm)) once (0.092 ppm). The graph below shows
the number of ozone exceedances for the years 1987 through 2015. The decreasing number of
exceedances throughout this time period is consistent with regions in the state.
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Worcester is the closest air quality station to Maynard that monitors for carbon monoxide, sulfur
dioxide, nitrogen dioxide, and particulate matter. The concentrations of these criteria pollutants
did not exceed the National Ambient Air Quality Standards during 2015, and shows a similar
decreasing trend as the ozone date.
While little can be done within Town to directly affect the Town’s air quality because it is a
regional or even nationwide problem, the Town can contribute to the general betterment of air
quality in the region by being pedestrian and bicycle friendly, encouraging use of mass transit,
retaining healthy forested ecosystems for air filtering, encourage energy conservation, and
harness government and resident’s power as consumers to make wise energy and other choices.

exceedences

8-hour Ozone Exceedance Trends 1987 – 2015
Standard=0.075ppm

HAVERHILL

CHELMSFORD

LAWRENCE

STOW

WALTHAM

Source: Commonwealth of Massachusetts 2015 Air Quality Report, August 2014

CHAPTER 5: INVENTORY OF LANDS OF
CONSERVATION AND RECREATION INTEREST
The purpose of this Section is to identify and map all protected and unprotected land of interest
to the residents of Maynard for conservation or recreation use.
The inventory was created by reviewing existing open space and recreation lands and potential
parcels that could serve as open space or recreation lands in the Town Assessor’s database and
the Town Account’s list of capital assets. The inventory of open space land is presented in
primarily in three tables: (1) privately held vacant parcels with potential conservation or
recreational interest, (2) privately held parcels enrolled in G.L. Chapter 61 tax deferral program,
and (3) municipally-owned land with open space and passive recreation interest. Conservation
value for those parcels identified includes native ecosystem protection and rare species
protection; recreation value includes active (e.g. playing fields) and passive (e.g. wildlife & bird
watching areas) recreation potential. The private parcel inventory will be evaluated in Chapter 9
to prioritize the list of properties considered for protection in alignment with the goals and
objectives provided in Chapter 8. Municipal parcels are subdivided in the table by ownership.
Parcels owned by the Maynard Conservation Commission are afforded protection in perpetuity
under Article 97 of the State Constitution. Parcels purchased with funding from grants
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administered through the State’s EOEEA are protected in perpetuity by automatically falling
under Article 97.
Perpetual protection is also afforded by Federal ownership for conservation purposes (such as the
National Wildlife Refuge), by restrictions placed by DEP for wetland conservation, and by
Conservation Restrictions and Easements that are granted in perpetuity and are attached to the
deed of privately owned parcels. Limited protection is afforded by (1) Maynard’s open space
zoning which restricts some aspects of development so long as the zoning remains in place, and
(2) enrollment in the G.L. Chapter 61 tax deferral program that allows the town the first right of
refusal on the purchase of the land if it is to be sold for non-Chapter 61 purposes or converted to
other uses.
0f the 3,055 acres in Maynard there are approximately 1,563 acres of conservation and open
space land in Maynard. Approximately one third of land in Maynard is protected from
development. Figure 4 illustrates and Table 5-1 itemizes all open space categorized according to
ownership.

Ice House Landing
On September 2017 the Maynard Conservation
Commission issued an Order of Conditions to
the Town, and a Chapter 91 Waterways
License from the Massachusetts Department of
Environment Waterways Regulation Program
was issued to the Town on March 7, 2017.
With both permits received, in conjunction with
OARS, Maynard will be installing a kayak and
canoe launch for use by residents and visitors at
the Ice Landing site in the summer/fall of 2017

Photo: Ice House Landing
Table 5-1: Summary of Maynard’s Open Space/Passive Recreation Lands
Type of Property Management Agency
Acres
Public land
FEMA/Department of Interior (National Wildlife Refuge)
815
Public land
Mass. Dep. of Environmental Management
1
Public land
Maynard Conservation Commission
206
Public land
Maynard Board of Selectmen, Department of Public Works
406
Nonprofit
Stow Conservation Trust
2
Private properties Various individuals, families, and trusts
140
TOTAL
1,563
Source: 2009 MassGIS, Maynard 2015 Assessor’s Database, Open Space and Recreation Plan, 2004
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5. A. Private Wells
The private land inventory in Table 5-2 was generated from the Town Assessor’s database for
vacant parcels in Maynard. Many of the parcels on this list were inspected to verify the parcel’s
existence and provide a description of the parcel. The list includes parcels for potential open
space or recreation interest. In order for a parcel to be determined valuable, a parcel must
contain one or more of the following criteria:
•
•
•
•

Natural resources that require some level of protection;
Unique cultural, historical, aesthetic, or geological features;
Contiguous with other parcels of open space or recreation, and
Accessible with ample parking opportunities for recreational uses.

The private parcel list is meant to provide an inventory. Specific private parcels that meet one or
more of the above criteria will be identified in Chapter 9 as part of the five year action plan.
Currently, none of the private parcels in Table 5-2 have any type of protection or restrictions that
would limit development of the parcel. Private parcels enrolled in the G.L. Chapter 61 tax
deferral program are listed separately in Table 5-3. Private parcels can be protected by number
of methods, including:
•
•
•
•

Zoning (See Figure 4).
Conservation Restrictions;
Easements (such as for the rail trail); or
State Agricultural Preservation Restriction

One conservation easement in Town is associated with the Deer Hedge Run condominium
complex and protects the wetlands and pond to the north of the units as well as a five acre lot to
the south of the units. Two conservation restrictions were conditioned as part of the Order of
Conditions issued for two subdivisions, Vose Pond and Mark’s Way, however neither of these
conservation restrictions were ever finalized.

TABLE 5-2: Privately-held Vacant Parcels with Potential Open
Space/Recreation Interest (not Chapter 61 land)
Map

Lot

Location

Acreage

Description

4

6

Glenn Drive, rear

3

4
4
5
5
5

180
182
8
72
94, 95

Dana Road
Off Silver Hill Road
Acton Street
Acton Street
Brown Street

4.8
4.6
3.7
1.75
1.8

No access, owner willing to gift to
Conservation Commission
On market, large portion is wetlands
In Foreclosure process (tax delinquent)
No parcel identified on assessor’s map
Vacant with cell tower
Abandoned rail bed (on Acton line)
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6

7&8

Vernon Street

8
8
9
9

36
173.1
206, 207
264A

9
10
10

273
46A, 47
86, 87

Summer Street
2.2
Summer Street
1.06
Off Charles Street
2.67
Intersection of Concord and 0.11
Brown Streets
Brown Street
0.2
Vernon Street
0.8
Ethelyn Circle
2.01

12

10,11,13
11A& B
79

42nd Street (behind Erikson’s 3.49
Ice Cream)
Mill Street (rear)
0.52

13
13

0.58

Vacant, the two lots combined could be
house lot (different owners)
Light aircraft runway for property owner
Vacant, potential house lot
Open space potential or house lots
Expand the rail trail
Vacant parcel
Owners unknown
Open Space, great addition to Assabet
River Walk
Dense brush and wetlands
Riverfront vacant lot, need lot 76 for
access
Dense brush and wetlands (continuous
with map 12 lots)
Dense brush and wetlands (continuous
with map 12 lots)

1.42

13

87A,87B Dewey Street
88,89,90
90A
Dewey Street

Map

Lot

Location

Acreage

Description

14
14
14
14
15
15

Pomciticut Avenue
Virginia Road
Florida Road
Virginia Road
Deane Street
Winthrop Avenue

0.35
0.2
0.12
2
0.11
3.2

In common ownership with adjacent lot
In common ownership with adjacent lot
Next to Carbone Park, includes wetlands
Maintained lawn, putting green
Vacant lot, possible pocket park
Wooded, undeveloped lots, some wetlands

15
15

8
47.1
65A
288
49
101,
102A
103N
106, 107

Wood Lane
Winthrop Avenue

2.85
1.59

15
15

119
132.1

Powder Mill Road
Crane Avenue

0.29

16
16

2
17

Old Mill Road
Second Street

3.1
0.12

17

45

Shore Avenue

0.58

18

1

Great Road

1.03

18

22

Great Road

0.27

18
18

28
70, 71.1

Off Mill Street
Pine Street

0.07
0.58

18
18
18

76
183
201

Spring Lane
Winter Street
Assabet River

0.4

Undeveloped lot, some wetlands
Undeveloped lots, some wetlands
(including lot 132.1)
Vacant (house) lot, for sale
Open space and wetlands associated with
house lot
Available for sale, access issues
Vacant lot, overgrown with weeds,
possible pocket park
Vacant lot, owned by adjacent property
owner
Part of wetlands behind Erikson’s Ice
Cream
Riverfront adjacent to Great Road bridge,
floodplain
See note for Map 13, lot 79.
Proposed
location
for
townhouse
development, currently for sale
Undeveloped lot, next to future rail trail
Ownership to be determined
Includes Ben Smith Dam and surrounding
land

0.33

4.38
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18
19
19
19
19
19

Taft Avenue
Assabet River/Mill Pond
Keene Avenue
Sherman Street
Chandler Street (rear)
Fairfield Street

0.32
2.98
0.8
0.08
0.23
0.93

Parking lot, stormwater management
Land under water (Mill Pond)
Vacant, wooded lot, restricted access
In foreclosure (tax delinquent)
Undeveloped rear yard, wooded
Undeveloped rear yards, wooded

Thompson Street

0.5

Undeveloped house lots (common owner)

19
20
20
20
23

207M
29
49
113A
189
187,
190, 193
268A &
268B
273
180
229
249
10.1

High Street
Parker Place
Parker Street
Great Road
Taylor Road

0.16
0.43
0.13
6
2.06

25/26
29

89/33
5A

Tobin Drive
Parker Street (rear)

12.2
0.75

29
33
33

33
4
8X

Old Marlboro Road (rear)
Old Marlboro Road
Puffer Road

1.24
0.59
5.38

33
33

21
29, 29A,
29B
31
1
2.0& 2.1

Parker Street (Chance Farm)
Parker Street

0.79
2.03

Parker Street
Puffer Road
Puffer Road

8.44
14
0.43

Vacant lot on rail trail
In foreclosure (tax delinquent)
Wetlands, road drainage
Tilly Haynes land, in foreclosure
Open Space preserved per permit
requirements
Wetlands behind Tobin Drive subdivision
Land locked parcel
Wooded with steep slope
Adjacent to well land
Vacant house lot, wooded
Vose Pond, conservation restriction never
finalized
Vacant house lot
Potential house lots with wetland
restrictions
Vacant, wooded lot
Vacant, wooded lot with large wetland
Part of larger wooded lot in Sudbury

19

33
37
37

In Tax Abatement Programs: M.G. L. Chapter 61
Privately held lands enrolled in Chapter 61 tax abatement program are shown in Table 5-3.
Chapter 61 designations mean that once the application has been received and approved, Chapter
61 classification functions as a lien upon the land for taxes levied under the provisions of M.G.L.
Chapter 61. The designation of private parcels as Farm lands (Chapter 61A), Private Recreation
lands (Chapter 61B), Forestry lands (Chapter 61), restricts the current use of land in exchange for
significant reduction in taxes. Farm Lands and Private Recreation land must have a minimum of
five acres and the status must be renewed every year or the land shall be removed from
classification by the Assessor. Property under these designations provide the owner significant
tax abatements and allow the Town a right of first refusal on the land should the property owner
intend to take the land out of the restricted status or change of use.
Protection of these lands is only ensured if the Town is able to act on its right of first refusal to
purchase the land when the property owner makes a decision to remove the coverage under
Chapter 61.
In Maynard, 98 acres are listed under Chapters 61A and 61B (Table 5-3). The former Sudbury
tree nursery is adjacent to Town wells 1, 2 and 3 and contains important wetlands.
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Table 5-3: Privately –held Chapter 61 Lands in Maynard
Map

Lot

Location

Acreage

Description

5
7
12
12
16
16
21
23
29
33
TOTAL

11
2
15
16
4
21a
13
3
6
25

Silver Hill Road
Stow/Maynard line
Summer Street
Off Summer Street
Old Mill Road
Old Mill Road
Waltham Street
Winter Street
Parker Street
Parker Street

7
1.5
4.3
2
39.2
2.2
0.5
12
13.3
16
98

Hobby farm
Part of orchard located in Stow
Part of orchard located in Stow
Part of orchard located in Stow
Maynard Rod & Gun Club (recreation)
Maynard Rod & Gun Club (recreation)
Maynard Rod & Gun Club
Undeveloped open space
Former Sudbury tree nursery
Former Sudbury tree nursery

Table 5-4: Privately-owned Parcels with Recreation Interest (not Chap. 61)
Map Lot Street Name Acres
04
6
05
94
05
95
08
36
15
99
16
3
19
273
20
51
TOTAL

Glenn Rd
Acton St
Acton St
Summer St.
Powder Mill Rd
Old Mill Road
High St
Waltham St

2.2
0.6
1.2
2.2
3.7
10.9
0.2
< 4.8
< 25.8

Land locked, part of Stow parcel
Rail trail bordering Acton
Rail trail (permanent easement)
Active airfield (private)
Possible riverfront access at Lodge of Elks
Part of Stratus and adjacent to Rod and Gun
Rail trail adjacent to High Street
Rear yard has recreation or agriculture potential
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5. B. Public Parcels
Public agencies that collectively own 1,420 acres of land located in the Town of Maynard include the federally owned Assabet River
National Wildlife Refuge and FEMA bunker, the DEP owns one-acre parcel adjacent to the Assabet River, and various parcels owned
by the Town of Maynard.
Table 5-4 lists the various parcels owned by the Town of Maynard, grouped by department, and
listed in order of location based on the Assessor’s maps. The schools and other buildings owned
by the school department are included in Table 5-5, although a large portion of the parcels
include school buildings. Town buildings, including Town Hall, the library, Art Space, and the
Town Garage, as well as the parking area behind Nason Street are also not included in Table 55.TABLE 5-5: Municipally-owned Open Space and Passive Recreation Land
CONSERVATION COMMISSION
Map Lot
Street Name
Acres
Zoning
Acquisition
Current Use
Notes
01
02
Rockland Avenue
45
Industrial
Purchase
Walking trails
Part of a large wetland habitat
04
23
George Road/Durant 16
Residence S-2 Gift
Walking trails
Pond and woods, trails connect to
Rockland Ave. open space parcel
04
156 Dana Rd/Silver Hill
2.4
Residence S-1 Purchase
Walking trails
Neighborhood pocket park
05
04
Rockland Avenue
24
Industrial
Foreclosure Walking trails
Wooded, trail connection
05
10
Rockland Avenue
11.6
Residence S-1 Purchase
Walking trails
Wooded, trail connection
05
12
Rockland
9
Residence S-1 Purchase
Cut-through
Wooded and extensive wetlands
Avenue/Silver Hill
trail
limit access
05
59
Silver Hill Road
0.8
Residence S-1 Gift
Open Space
Dense brush and wetlands
08
25
Nick Lane
11.1
Residence S-2 Purchase
Open Space
Dense brush and wetlands
08
113 Dix Road
1.6
Residence S-1 Purchase
Open Space
Wooded, wetlands, stream
08
174 Summer Hill Road
5.6
Residence S-2 Gift
Walking trails
Summer Hill trail complex
08
186 Summer Hill Road
8
Residence S-2 Gift
Walking trails
Summer Hill trail complex
8
204 Mockingbird Lane
0.19
Residence S-1 Gift
Open Space
Dense woods, wetlands
09
32
Blue Jay Way
8.1
Residence S-1 Gift
Walking trails
Short trail, dense woods, pond
09
214 Everett Street
3.3
Residence S-1 Purchase
Open Space
Dense woods, wetlands
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09
09
10
10

223
324
60
68A

10

179

10

206

10

210

12
13
13

14
02
03

Map
13
14
14
18
20
21

Lot
04
67
286
189
168
32

Amory Avenue
Walcott Street
Riverwalk
Riverwalk/Windmill
Drive
Riverwalk/Colbert
Avenue
Lewis Street /Walcott
Extension
Lewis Street /Walcott
Extension
Summer Hill Road
Summer Hill
Summer Hill
Street Name
Summer Hill
Carbone Park
Howard Road
Ice House Landing
Harrison Street
Maybury Road

BOARD OF SELECTMAN
05
1
Rockland Ave.
05
05
05
05
07

3
5
75
85
3

Acton St.
Rockland Ave
Golf Course
Golf Course
Summer
compost site

0.9
0.4
9.9
1.0

Residence S-1
General Res.
Residence S-2
Residence S-2

Gift
Purchase
Gift
Purchase

Open Space
Open Space
Walking trails
Walking trails

Dense woods
Dense brush, wetlands
Wooded, stream, wetlands
Wooded, stream, wetlands

7.5

Residence S-2

Purchase

Walking trails

Wooded, stream, wetlands

0.32

General Res.

Purchase

Open Space

0.36

General Res.

Purchase

Open Space

0.28
0.14
21.8

Residence S-2
Residence S-2
Residence S-2

Purchase
Purchase
Purchase

Open Space
Walking trails
Walking trails

Dense
brush,
encroachment
activities
Dense
brush,
encroachment
activities
Summer Hill trail complex
Summer Hill trail complex
Summer Hill trail complex

Acres
9.3
1.0
1.6
2.0
1.9
0.73
206

Zoning
Residence S-2
General Res.
Residence S-2
Residence S-1
General Res.
Residence S-1
TOTAL

Acquisition
Gift
Purchase
Purchase
Purchase
Gift
Purchase

Current Use
Walking trails
Walking trails
Open Space
Riverfront Park
Open Space
Open Space

Notes
Part of Summer Hill trail complex
Neighborhood Pocket Park
Wetlands
River access, picnic, adjacent to rail
Wetlands
Neighborhood Pocket Park

36.1

Industrial

Foreclosure

Industrial
Industrial
Residence S-2
Residence S-2
Residence S-2

Foreclosure

Restricted well
head protection
Historical site
Right-of-way
Recreation
Recreation
Compost site

Drinking
water
source,
water
treatment facility, wetlands
Preservation of old foundation
Undeveloped road
Municipally owned golf course
Municipally owned golf course
Municipal yard waste compost site
and open space

0.5
0.5
58
0.48
Hill 12.1

CPA funds
CPA funds
L1A
Purchase
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08
08
08
08
09
09
09
09
09
14
14

114
131
132
204A
106
145A
213
335A
383
93A
123

14
14
14
Map
15

130C
193
292
Lot
26

17
18
18
18
18
18
19
20
20

Reo Road tot lot
Off Summer Street
Off Summer Street
Off Summer Street
Charles Street
Lincoln Street
Charles St.
Proposed Rail Trail
Proposed Rail Trail
River Park
195 Main Street

Proposed Rail Trail
River Street
Proposed Rail Trail
Street Name
Pleasant Street
drainage easement
9
Great Road
23
Great Road and
Main Street (river)
131
Winter Street
177
White Ave. and
Sheridan Ave.
188 & Proposed Rail Trail
190
260
Moynihan Drive
(right-of-way)
75
Great
Road
easement
234
12 Bancroft
246
Forest
Street

1.87
4.9
5.7
0.53
3.5
0.02
0.4
1.05
1.89
0.08
2.36

Residence S-1
Residence S-1
Residence S-1
Residence S-1
Residence S-1
Residence S-1
Residence S-1
Business
Business
Central Bus.
Business

ConsCom
Purchase
Purchase
Unknown
Purchase
Unknown
Unknown
purchase
Foreclosure
Unknown
Unknown

Recreation
Open Space
Open Space
Open Space
Open Space
Rear lot
Right-of-way
Recreation
Recreation
Recreation
Recreation

Playground and ball field
Dense brush and wetlands
Dense brush and wetlands
Dense brush and wetlands
Dense brush and wetlands
Rear yard of adjacent house
Undeveloped road
Proposed rail trail
Proposed rail trail
Picnic area near river
Rear half acre is riverfront park, town
hall located on remaining parcel
Proposed rail trail
Parking lot and river access
Proposed rail trail
Notes
Possible pedestrian river access

0.21
0.21
2.33
Acres
0.16

General Res.
Business
General Res.
Zoning
General Res.

Purchase
Purchase
Purchase
Acquisition
Unknown

Recreation
Recreation
Recreation
Current Use
Utility access

0.21
0.46

Residence S-1
General Res.

Unknown
Unknown

None
None

0.11
1.7

none
Open space

5.66

Residence S-1 foreclosure
Open Space Foreclosure
(C.R.)
Residence S-1 Unknown

Recreation

Wooded. Heavily used as a yard
waste dump for neighbors
Proposed rail trail (Article 97)

0.25

Residence S-2

Unknown

None

Former right-of-way (wetlands)

0.09

General Res.

Unknown

Utility access

Service access

2.48
4.3

General Res.
Residence S-1

Purchase

Recreation
Habitat

Coolidge School (former)
Large wetland habitat

Right-of-way
Dense shrub, potential river access or
picnic location
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wetlands
21
15 & Capped Landfill
13.4
15B
24
14
School Woods
19.0
(Recreation Dept.)
25
13
Boys & Girls Club 1.37
Parking Lot
180
SCHOOL DEPARTMENT
24
1
5 Tiger Drive
18.8
24
2
139 Great Road
4.98
24
3
1 Tiger Drive
24
24
11
Rear of Tiger Drive 3.91
24
12
Great Road
8.61
24
13
3 Tiger Drive
19.5
79.8

Industrial

Purchase

Open Space
Residence S-2

Unknown

None

Solar farm (leased) & fenced dog park

Recreation

Walking trails, linkage to National
Wildlife Refuge
Parking and outdoor space for Boys &
Girls Club

Recreation

TOTAL
Residence S-1
Residence S-1
Residence S-1
Industrial
Industrial
Industrial
TOTAL

Recreation
Open Space
Recreation
Recreation
Recreation/trails
Recreation/trails

Fowler Middle School
Wetlands
Maynard High School
Ballfield
School Woods
School Woods
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DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS
Map
Lot
Street Name
6
14
Pine Hill Road
6
15
Pine Hill Road
6
16
Pine Hill Road
6
17
Pine Hill Road
8
119
Mockingbird Lane
9
257
Acton Street
10
94
WWTP and land on
Pine Hill Road
10
99
Powder Mill Road
13
1
Summer Hill
13
92
Summer Hill (top of)
14
155
Summer Street
20
248
Off Harrison Street
24
24

15
16

25
28
29

14
1
11

School Woods
School Woods rightof-way
Glenwood Cemetery
School Woods
Marlboro Road well
land

Acres
0.8
0.8
0.3
0.4
1.2
0.25
12

Zoning
Residence S-2
Residence S-2
Residence S-2
Residence S-2
Residence S-1
Residence S-1
Residence S-2

0.69
20
0.9
3.13
7.3
17.4
2.2

Business
Residence S-2
Residence S-2
Business
Residence S-1 Purchase
and General
Open Space
Open Space

32.3
64.3
68.9

Residence S-1
Open Space
Residence S-2

230
TOTAL
STOW CONSERVATION TRUST (NON-PROFIT)
01
1, 4
off Rockland Avenue 2.17
1- Industrial
4-Residence
S-2

Acquisition
Purchase
Purchase
Purchase
Purchase

Current Use
Open Space
Open Space
Open Space
Open Space
Utility
None
WWTP
and
Open Space
None
Recreation
Utility
Recreation
Habitat

Notes
Adjacent to WWTP
Adjacent to WWTP
Adjacent to WWTP
Adjacent to WWTP
Pump Station and land
Water easement
Walking trail on Open Space portion

Recreation
Recreation

Walking trails and wetlands
Walking trails

Sewer easement
Walking trails and water tank
Water tank
Parking lot and veteran’s park
Extensive wetlands

Cemetery
Walking trails
Recreation
Extensive wetlands
Well
Head Area closed to the public
Protection

Purchase

Open Space

Protected land—part of a larger parcel
located in Stow
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5. B.1. Public Protected Open Space

The 815-acre Assabet River National Wildlife Refuge and FEMA bunker are essentially
perpetually protected open space lands. The undeveloped refuge land (including numerous
streams and extensive wetlands) offers a wide variety of open space and recreational
opportunities for Maynard including hiking, bicycling, hunting, and fishing. The refuge website
provides information on the trail network, seasonal hunting and fishing information, and other
opportunities at the refuge (http://www.fws.gov/northeast/assabetriver/).
The Department of Environmental Protection owns less than one acre on the Assabet River,
near the Stow town line. This land is also, apparently, fully protected from development by the
state policy: “agencies shall not sell, transfer, lease, relinquish, release, alienate, or change the
control or use of any right or interest of the Commonwealth in and to Article 97 land. The goal of
this policy is to ensure no net loss of Article 97 lands under the ownership and control of the
Commonwealth and its political subdivisions.”
The Conservation Commission manages 206 acres of open space and passive recreation lands.
Protection of this land is provided by Article 97 of the Massachusetts Constitution. Table 5-5
lists the land managed by the Conservation Commission. The abandoned rail trail located along
Winter Street and Riverside Park (also known as Track Road) is protected under Article 97
provision, although it was purchased for the purpose of developing a rail trail.
Maynard’s Open Space District zoning prohibits filling or dumping in any part of the District.
Buildings or structures, except for small structures for non-commercial recreational uses and
municipal necessities such as pumping stations, are also prohibited from an Open Space District.
Finally, the permanent storage of materials or equipment is prohibited from the Open Space
District. The FEMA and ARNWR land, one small parcel near Winter Street Yard, and two
municipal parcels behind the schools are currently protected by open space district zoning (see
Figure 6).
The purchase of the Maynard Country Club was approved at the Fall 2011 Town meeting. The
Town voted to approve this purchase using Community Preservation Act unreserved funds. The
golf course land is not protected until the land or a portion of the land is allocated as open space
and the town applies a permanent restriction to the land, such as a conservation restriction. Any
land allocated as recreation could also be protected with a deed restriction. For the time being,
the golf course will remain as a public golf course, managed by a private company.

5. B.2. Public Unprotected Open Space
Public unprotected open space includes the majority of land owned by the Board of Selectmen
(BOS) and Department of Public Works (DPW) listed in Table 5-5. Together they manage 409
acres of open space and land. Five abandoned rail bed parcels owned by BOS have been
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converted to the Assabet Rail Trail and dedicated by easement. This conversion to a rail trail
protects the land from future development. A number of parcels owned by either BOS or DPW
are right-of-ways, easements, or utility related and would likely not be developed. Parcels with
extensive wetlands are unprotected open space, however, little buildable land exists on these
parcels for development. Those parcels adjacent the town’s drinking water wells are within a
well head protection Zone I area and would also not be sold or developed as long as the wells
continue to supply the town’s drinking water. A parcel could be developed if the adjacent well is
decommissioned and the town votes to designate the land as surplus.
The parcels that comprise the school woods and Summer Hill are not protected and have the
greatest threat of development since these parcels are not subject to any legally enforceable
restrictions against disposition should the town vote to declare the land as surplus, and in the
case of the school wood lands, vote to change the zoning to residential. Conversely, a town
meeting vote to change the ownership of unprotected open space land to the care and custody of
the Conservation Commission would provide Article 97 protection.

5. B.3. Public Recreation Land
Approximately 175 acres of public land in Maynard is used for recreation. Recreation land in
Maynard takes the form of ball fields, school grounds, recreation centers, and the golf course.
This recreation land is owned municipally (the Board of Selectmen, School Department, and
Recreation Department). Little of the municipal recreation land in Maynard is zoned as Open
Space or Recreation Land; indeed, little has any true protection against development.

Map
05
08
09
09
14
20
21
21
18
20
18
24
24
24
24
24
24
25

Table 5-6: Municipally-owned Land of Recreation Interest
Lot
Street Name
Owner 1
Owner 2
75
114
383
335a
292
234
15
15b
188
234
188
1
2
3
13
12
11
13

Brown Street
Reo Road
Railroad
Acton St
Nason St
Parker Street
Waltham St
Waltham St
Winter St
Bancroft St
Winter St
Great Rd
Great Rd
Tiger Dr
Tiger Dr
Great Rd
Ballfield
Great Road

Town of Maynard
Town of Maynard
Town Of Maynard
Town Of Maynard
Town Of Maynard
Town of Maynard
Town Of Maynard
Town Of Maynard
Town Of Maynard
Town Of Maynard
Town Of Maynard
Town Of Maynard
Town Of Maynard
Town Of Maynard
Town Of Maynard
Town Of Maynard
Town Of Maynard
Town of Maynard

Selectmen
Selectmen
Selectmen
Selectmen
Selectmen
Selectmen
Selectmen
Selectmen
Selectmen
Coolidge School
Selectmen
Green Meadow School
School Department
High School
School Committee
School Committee
School Department
Selectmen

Acres
60
1.87
1.9
1.0
2.3
13.2
0.2
6.1
2.5
6.1
18.8
5.0
24.0
19.6
8.6
3.9
1.4
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TOTAL

176.7

Table 5-7 presents the recreational facilities in Maynard. The playground at Coolidge School
and at the Reo Road tot lot have undergone a complete overhaul, with all new playground
equipment and upgrades to the basketball court and fields. A group of concerned citizens were
instrumental in achieving this overhaul. The new playgrounds opened 2013.
Table 5-7: Maynard’s Public Active Recreational Areas, 2012
Area
Maynard High
School Field
(not Alumni
Field)
Alumni Field

Location
Great Road,
behind High
School

Size
(Ac.)
33.5

Owned
By
Town

Managed
By
School
Department

Description





























Baseball Field/Field Hockey/Soccer
Bleachers
Natural areas for nature study
Parking Lot
Great Road
13.5 Town
School
Field House
and Route
Department
3 Little League baseball or softball fields
27
Football field
Track all-weather
3 Basketball courts
4 tennis courts
1 shot-put field
Bleachers
Fowler School Behind
? Town
School
Baseball and soccer field
Field
School, off
Department
Bleachers
Tiger Drive
Parking lot
Natural areas for nature study
Green
Great Road
25.2 Town
School
Part of new playground
Meadow
Department
Jogging trail
School
Soccer field
Natural areas for nature study
Crowe Park
Great Road
10.0 Town
DPW
1 Baseball field
Playground
Mini-Pavilion
Bleachers
Parking Lot
Drinking fountain
Reo Road Lot
Reo Road
0.6 Town
Selectman
Playground
Coolidge
Bancroft
0.8 Town
Selectman*
Playground including:
School
Street
 Basketball Court
 Tot Lot - Equipment
 Large grass area (for soccer)
 Small sledding hill
 Little League baseball/softball field
Rockland
Rockland
45.0 Town
Cons. Com.  Baseball/Softball
Avenue Ball
Avenue
and soccer
 Soccer
Fields
league
 Horseshoe Toss
 Natural areas for nature study
Country Club
 9-hole golf course
 Small sledding hill
ARRT**
 Portion of a 12-mile corridor
* The Coolidge School is used for storage, and by Open Table and the Maynard Food Pantry.
** The Assabet River Rail Trail corridor is a major recreational feature in the works. Cyclists and
walkers already use unpaved sections of the path that will be paved as part of the Assabet River Rail
Trail project. In 2002, the Town purchased the rail corridor from the Stow town line to Rt. 117 and
over 6 acres of conservation land abutting the Ice House Landing Educational Park.
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With the closure of the Memorial Gym in 2011, the Maynard Recreation Commission
discontinued offering any indoor recreational programs. The Boys and Girls Clubs has partnered
with the Recreation Commission to offer seasonal indoor activities. The Learn to Ski program
was held at the Nashoba Valley Ski resort in January 2013. Additional programs are offered by
local organizations, including soccer, hockey, Little League baseball and softball, martial arts
instruction, soccer, and swimming.
Maynard Youth Soccer (MYS) exists to provide the opportunity and training for the youth of
Maynard to learn the game of soccer through the development of individual skill, fitness,
teamwork, and fair play. MYS provides recreation soccer to youth ages from Kindergarten to
high school and is a member of the Nashoba Valley Youth Soccer League. Practices and home
games are played at Rockland Avenue Soccer Fields and also at the Fowler School soccer fields.
Information can be found at the program’s website: http://www.maynardyouthsoccer.org.
The Assabet River National Wildlife Refuge (ANWR) is a regional facility primarily providing
wildlife habitat protection but also providing recreational opportunities. Since the primary
purpose of the refuge is wildlife protection, especially reptiles and amphibians, the use of
motorized vehicles by the general public is not permitted. The refuge has an extensive trail
system for walking and jogging, and also has a few trails open to mountain biking. Fishing and
seasonal hunting is allowed on the refuge with proper permits. A new visitor center and
increased parking at the new lot is accessed from Hudson Road in Sudbury. Additional
information can be found at the following website: http://www.fws.gov/northeast/assabetriver/

CHAPTER 6: COMMUNITY VISION
6. A. Description of Process
Maynard's Open Space and Recreation Planning Committee was formed in October 2001 and
continued to meet until the completion and approval by the state of the Open Space and Recreation
Plan (OSRP) in 2004. This update builds on the goals identified in the 2004 OSRP and was
completed by the Conservation Agent and the Maynard Conservation Commission. The Recreation,
Historical and the Community Preservation Commissions all provided input. These commissions
are comprised of all-volunteer citizens who are interested in long-term municipal planning, land-use
and environmental protection and contributing to improving the Town’s active and passive
recreational facilities. Input from other town boards were encouraged so that the Plan reflects the
open space needs and concerns of the community now and in the future.
One significant achievement not realized when the previous OSRP was completed is the adoption of
the Community Preservation Act (CPA) in 2006. The Town approved the adoption of the CPA at
the October 2005 Town Meeting. A subsequent vote at a Town election in May 2006 established
the CPC, pursuant to MGL Chapter 44B. The Town elected to levy a 1.5% surcharge with
allowable exemptions on property tax bills to raise funds for the expansion of open space, historic,
recreational and affordable housing assets. The CPA funds have been used for numerous open space
and recreational projects, including the purchase of the Maynard Golf Course in 2012.
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A town wide survey of residents’ opinions regarding open space and recreation was conducted at
Special Town Meeting on October 25, 2010 to generate input and consensus from Town residents.
This particular Town Meeting was well attended because citizens were asked to vote on a warrant
article (approximately 800 citizens voted) to provide funding for the new Maynard High School.
Additional surveys were made available on the town web site and at the Council on Aging office in
Clock Tower Place. Through this public process, the priorities of residents were determined.
The tabulation of the survey results showed a strong priority among citizens for the
improvement, maintenance and protection of existing recreational facilities and open space
lands. The acquisition of land for open space and protection of water resources were lower
priorities according to the survey. The focus on maintaining existing facilities and open space
may have in part been attributed to the deterioration of the Memorial Gym and the ultimate
decision to demolish the gym rather than to absorb substantial repair costs. The Maynard Golf
Course was identified as one of the top ten parcels important for protection, although the
majority of respondents left this question blank.
Since the completion of the 2004 OSRP, the town voted to fund the construction of a new
Maynard High School which includes the installation of a new athletic field and the purchase of
the golf course. Another development since 2004 was the opening of the Assabet River National
Wildlife Refuge to the public which provides open space and recreational opportunities for
Maynard residents. It is worth noting that the acquisition of the golf course happened after the
town wide survey was distributed, so the tabulated results do not reflect this acquisition and the
opportunities it provides.

6. B. Statement of Open Space and Recreation Goals
The goals developed during the development of the 2004 Open Space and Recreation Plan still hold
current with this updated OSRP.

GOAL 1: To maintain, protect and improve the quality of Maynard's natural resources for
the benefit of all current and future residents.
GOAL 2: To protect and enhance community identity and character including a pedestrianfriendly downtown and a verdant perimeter for the benefit of all current and
future residents.
GOAL 3: To maintain, improve and address public and private recreational facilities to meet
current and future needs of all residents.
GOAL 4: To increase cooperation within/between the community and town government in
order to reach conservation and recreation goals.
These broad goals are translated into more specific goals and objectives in Chapter 8 of this plan,
and are developed into particular action items in Chapter 9.
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CHAPTER 7: ANALYSIS OF NEEDS
7. A. Introduction
The purpose of this section is to summarize Maynard’s resource protection, community
recreational facility, and management needs. This section is the heart of the Plan. Section 9
shows the 5-year Action Plan to achieve the needs identified in this section.

7. B. Summary of Resource Protection Needs
Information pertaining to these needs was collected through a public participation process
including a town-wide Open Space and Recreation Plan (OSRP) survey distributed at town
meeting and available on the town website; numerous interviews with Town staff and board
members; site visits of various facilities and open spaces; and one public review session. The
volunteer-based Open Space Planning Committee (OSPC) orchestrated the data collection effort,
including reviewing town plans, the Assabet River National Wildlife Refuge (ARNWR) plans,
MassGIS data, Metropolitan Area Planning Committee (MAPC) community build-out analysis
material, 2000 Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan (SCORP) and preparing the
survey and analyzing the survey results.

7. C. Findings: Overview
Table 7-1 offers an overview of what residents who were survey respondents said were their
open space and recreation priorities for protection. Survey respondents supported preserving
open space, including acquisition, protection and maintenance of existing resources. Scenic
properties and land protecting water supplies, including municipal water supplies, riverfront
areas, and wildlife scored high. Passive recreational uses and cultural resource protection were
supported by a majority of people; active recreation was supported by the fewest. Table 7.1
below summarizes the results from Question 11 from the survey.
Table 7-1: Survey Responses to Question 11
“How important is it to you to preserve existing and additional lands?”
Answer to the question above
Land protecting water resources
Sites for passive recreation
Conservation or wildlife habitat
Riverfront parks and viewing areas
Scenic Properties
Wooded buffer areas
Shade trees
Historic sites
Agricultural lands
Land for active recreation

Very
Important
93%
84%
83%
82%
81%
81%
80%
71%
62%
58%

Somewhat
Important
6%
15%
13%
17%
18%
14%
18%
25%
29%
38%

Not
Important
1%
1%
4%
1%
1%
5%
4%
4%
9%
4%
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There are many critical land and water resources in Maynard which require careful management
to ensure their long-term preservation. In light of Maynard’s high population density and the
degree to which the Town is built-out, extra care should be taken to protect and preserve existing
woodlands, wetlands and open space. The abundance of linked rivers, ponds and brooks give the
Town a unique attraction and character that must be preserved.

7. C.1. The Need to Protect Water
The survey results, as illustrated in Table 7-1 clearly indicate that preserving land to protect the
Town’s water resources is most important. Maintaining or improving water quality is the primary
issue associated with these surface and groundwater resources. The State has directed that there
be no net loss of wetlands, so Maynard should protect all its wetland systems. Benefits of this
protection go beyond natural resource protection; these protected lands may also provide
important recreational resources as well as preserving community character, and providing a
green respite in the midst of an increasingly developed area. The Conservation Commission
manages well over 50 acres of wetlands, and has been reviewing and updating municipal
wetlands protection bylaws to increase protection. The Department of Public Works manages
approximately 183 acres for water supply protection purposes. The Water Supply Protection
District Zoning Bylaw further protects the resources around the Town wells, current and future,
as well as residences using wells as only source of drinking water
The priority lands for water resource protection are identified in Section 5.E.2 (Well Head
Protection), and reiterated in Table 7-2
Table 7-2 Water resources in Maynard that require protection
Water Resource
Value to be Protected
Well fields, future municipal well
Present and potential drinking water
sites, residential wells
White Pond
Potential drinking water
Assabet River
Biological, recreational, aesthetic
Vose Pond
Recreational, aesthetic
Rockland Woods
Biological
Silver Hill area streamways
Biological
Taylor Brook / Thanksgiving Pond
Biological, aesthetic
Cemetery / Burns Court wetlands
Biological, aesthetic
Vernal pools
Biological
Mill Canal and Mill Ponds
Historic, aesthetic
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7. C.2. The Need To Protect Land With Important Resources
Second only to protecting the Town’s water resources is the need to conserve Maynard’s land
resources, through acquisition (a large capital investment for a long-term benefit) or creative
conservation arrangements (such as conservation restrictions). The majority of survey
respondents believe that the Town should place a higher priority on acquiring additional open
space than on maintaining current recreational facilities.
Residents have identified as priorities especially those that provide:
 Current and future well field protection (see above),
 Scenic views from hills and waterways
 Access to Assabet River Rail Trail
 Agricultural value
o Apple orchard on Stow town line
o Sudbury Nursery Extension
 Wildlife habitat value
o All properties of merit adjacent to Assabet River National Wildlife Refuge and
the Maynard Public School campus
o All properties of merit in identified greenways and wildlife corridors
 Public access to the Assabet River.
The priority lands for protection are identified in Section 5.E.1 (Conservation and/or
Passive Recreation), Section 5.E.6. (Threatened/Endangered Species), and Section 5.E.7.
(Farm Land).

7. C.3. The Need To Protect Recreation Resources
Recreation is increasingly recognized as an important factor, not only in childhood development
but also for maintaining healthy lifestyles for adults.
High density housing in Maynard results in small (if any) yards and so there is a great need for
recreation and leisure facilities for Maynard's present and future demands.
Maynard’s Active Recreation Needs
Table 7-3 lists the results of the 2012 survey question pertaining to Maynard’s recreational
needs. Note: since the survey was taken, half the Town’s tennis courts have been removed, so the
survey may not accurately describe the public’s response to current conditions.
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Table 7-3: Responses to Survey Question 4: Which
recreational facilities does Maynard need more of?
Recreational Facility
Need More
Sufficient
Paved Trails
82%
18%
Swimming pools
75%
25%
Downtown benches
66%
34%
Walking Trails
65%
35%
Neighborhood parks
65%
35%
Skateboard parks
62%
38%
Picnic areas
61%
39%
Ice skating
61%
39%
Community gardens
60%
40%
Teen centers
57%
43%
Woods for nature study
54%
46%
Playgrounds
46%
54%
Fenced dog walking areas
46%
54%
Boating
46%
54%
Skiing/sledding facilities
39%
61%
Fitness trails
37%
63%
Fishing areas
23%
77%
Horseback riding
22%
78%
Basketball
21%
79%
Football/soccer
16%
84%
Gymnasiums
16%
84%
Baseball/softball
13%
87%
Tennis courts
11%
89%
Golf course
11%
89%
Hunting areas
10%
90%
Motorized trail use
9%
91%
Note: Questions left unanswered were not included in this listing.

The recreational facilities of greatest importance to survey respondents included:
 the Alumni Field Complex
 the adjoining High School fields
 the trails behind Green Meadow
Survey respondents indicated that they believed there were a sufficient number of golf courses,
football/soccer fields, trails for motorized vehicles, baseball diamonds and hunting areas.
The facilities identified as of least importance are:
 the privately-owned Maynard Boys and Girls Club
 Maynard Rod and Gun Club
 Rockland Avenue Fields,
 the two Town-owned school gymnasia
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Maynard’s priority recreational needs are as follows.
 New Facilities
o A swimming facility
o Neighborhood parks, containing basketball courts and play structures for young
children near dense residential areas (e.g., along PowderMill Road and on Main St.)
o Picnic areas
o Ice skating rink (there are no rinks in Maynard although there is seasonal skating on
Thanksgiving Pond and the Ben Smith Dam area, and a private skating rink just on
the Acton border on Route 62)
o Community gardens
o Skate parks
o Street amenities in the downtown area
 Maintenance of Town-owned recreational properties (see 7.C.5. below). According to
interviews with Town officials and residents, all of the Town’s recreational facilities
(including school facilities and walking trails throughout Town) require regular
maintenance and many need upgrading. Some may require significant upgrades,
particularly to meet ADA standards for accessibility (see below). Such planning should
occur early so that fiscal resources can be identified and design plans can be prepared in
advance of the time that money becomes available. Given the existing level of need for
certain facilities, the Town should not risk falling further behind as a result of
deterioration of existing facilities. Better maintenance and upgrading of Town-owned
recreation parcels might help somewhat to alleviate the need to purchase and develop
further property. The following active and passive recreational activities require
maintenance and improvement:
o The High School track requires regular maintenance as it is heavily used by the public.
o The Rockland Avenue soccer fields require upgrading and the Rockland Avenue
conservation trails require maintenance.
o Neighborhood parks, containing basketball courts and play structures for young
children, are required near dense residential areas along Powder Mill Road and on
Main Street.
o Carbone Park, situated close to a high density downtown neighborhood, was identified
as needing upgrading but has been renovated by the Conservation Commission with
paved walking path and benches
 Development and expansion of trail corridors
o Walking trails (paved and unpaved)
 Development and expansion of handicapped access. The Town must continue to work on
providing access to open space for wheelchair users and others, as these numbers will
increase with an aging population
 Recreational activities are needed for those under 19
o Information collected during the Public Forums and during interviews of Town
employees and residents suggested that additional programs should include activities
for teenagers who are not interested in team sports, such as aerobics and yoga; physical
fitness/exercise programs for senior citizens; a baseball program for boys ages 13
through 15 and a softball program for girls ages 13 through 15. The survey respondents
provided somewhat different information, identifying pre-schoolers as the group most
in need of additional recreational opportunities. Based on the survey results, creating
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additional opportunities for teenagers ranks behind the recreational needs of the
handicapped and senior citizens.
While planning for Maynard’s present and future active and passive recreation needs, it is
important to look at alternatives to large, resource intensive field-based sports. While baseball,
football, field hockey, lacrosse and soccer fields and basketball, handball, and tennis courts will
always be a vital part of sports life, there are many other recreational options to be considered for
the future. Fencing, yoga, table tennis, Tai Chi, archery, dance fitness and many other high
fitness activities can be developed without adding to the current field and gymnasia
infrastructure. Cross country running, bicycling and fitness trails can cohabit with the paved trail
in the woods and Rail Trail adjacent to the school campus. The Town should re-examine the
need for further land-hogging and/or single-use recreational facilities in planning for the future.
General Active Recreation Guidelines for a Community Maynard’s Size
There are a couple of tools to assist planners in determining current and future recreation needs.
It can be helpful to look how Maynard compares with national standards. The National
Recreation and Park Association (NRPA) has developed standards for the size of a given facility
and the number of people living in the municipality. Table 7-4 summarizes the standards for park
and recreational facilities.
Table 7-4: Nationally Established Park Standards
Park
Classification

Recommended
Acres/
1,000
Residents
0.1 - 0.3

Suggested
Population
Served

Recommended
Service Area

Recommended
Park Size

Actual Maynard
acres/1,000 residents

Toddlersage 9

Sub-neighborhood
¼ mile

1,000 sq. ft
- 1 acre

Neighborhood
Playground
Neighborhood
Park
Community
Playfield

1.5 – 2

Ages 5-14

4-8 acres

0.07
0.02
0.02
0.11
0.11

1.5 –2

All ages

5-8 acres

None

0.00

1–2

All ages

Neighborhood ½
mile
Entire
neighborhood
Within biking
distance

Reo Rd:
Crowe:
Coolidge:
Total:
Grn Mdw plgr:

15-25 acres

0.41
0.27
0.59
0.31
1.10
0.35
0.05
3.08

Major
Community Park
Urban Open
Space

3–5

All ages

Entire town

20-35 acres

Crowe field:
Grn Mdw field:
Fowler field:
High Sch field:
Alumni field:
Rockland field:
Coolidge field:
Total:
None

1

All ages

Entire town

Pocket
parks

Ice House Landing:
Carbone Park:
Skate Park:
Tobin Park:
Memorial Park:
Total:

0.34
0.11
0.03
0.02
0.04
0.54

Play lot (Tot lot)
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Estimated from MassGIS ortho photo layer

While Maynard more than meets the suggested acreage for playing fields and just meets the
minimum suggested acreage for tot lots, it fails to provide any of the other minimum suggested
acreage for parks. The Town may want to consider alternatives to conventional parks to fill some
of its recreation needs; appropriate conservation land may be lightly developed (e.g. addition of
benches and level walking paths) to encourage park-like uses. These should have lower
maintenance costs than conventional parks which require mowing, etc. They will, however,
require an increase in the Conservation Commission budget to allow for development and
management.
Neighborhood parks and playfields can be used for a variety of purposes to meet local needs as
identified above. Multi-use parks can provide ball fields, basketball courts, places for dogs to run
within fenced off areas, skateboarding, etc.
It is important to consider regional open space and recreational opportunities as part of this plan.
Many local needs can be met by using facilities in adjacent communities. Likewise, other cities
and towns may find that certain needs can be met by using parks and open spaces in Maynard.
Thus, the demand for certain activities may result from use generated outside the town borders.
The Massachusetts Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan’s (SCORP) 2000 survey
of the Northeastern Region suggests that Maynard’s needs are similar to the needs of its
neighbors. Recreation planning recommendations is based on the demand for specific types of
recreational activities in a given region, and the ability of those demands to be met by the
facilities and resources of the region. Regional planning suggestions that should be taken into
consideration by Maynard, in light of its specific local needs described above, include the
following:
• Improve water-based recreation for such activities as boating and fishing and increase
access to inland waters.
• Improve maintenance of recreation facilities through the development of incentive
programs.
• Improve opportunities for certain recreational activities, particularly playgrounds, iceskating and biking (a need that will be met by the Rail Trail).
• Increase and improve the opportunities for quality trail use experiences for walking,
biking, picnicking and hiking.
• Develop educational or technical assistance programs which help towns and cities deal
with liability issues.
• Develop site plans for the management of outdoor recreation vehicles within the region.
• Improve signage and educational material regarding open space and recreational
resources.
Maynard’s Passive Recreation Needs
Passive recreation activities including walking, jogging, nature study, and picnicking are
currently available at most of the parks and schools in Town. Hills, wooded areas, ponds, and the
Assabet River provide ideal passive recreation settings. A combination of passive recreation
activities may be suitable and appropriate for the same site. The diverse ecosystems in Maynard
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provide excellent settings for picnic areas. Scenic views along the Assabet River, Tower Hill,
and the Town composting area on Summer Street could provide enjoyable picnic locations.
According to the survey, improvements are needed:
 More land for recreational opportunities
 More walking trails (65%)
 More paved paths (82%)
 Designated bike trails
 More benches/seating (66%): Memorial Park, in particular, has been targeted for
additional sitting areas in addition to a lighted bandstand to support summer concerts.
 More picnic areas (61%)
 Improved signs: Improved signs would allow more residents to take advantage of local
conservation and park parcels.
 Improved parking at Conservation Commission properties: Parking is often limited or
non-existent.
 Greater access to the Refuge: A draft Comprehensive Conservation Plan and
Environmental Assessment has recently been released for three refuges in Eastern
Massachusetts, including the ARNWR. This assessment includes issues regarding
wildlife management and public use. Proposals affecting public use include the banning
of dog walking and picnicking, increased access points for canoes and kayaks along the
waterways, implementation of an admission fee, the imposition of hunting and fishing
regulations, and facilitating visitors. The key issues will be how to best balance the desire
for public access with the mission of the wildlife refuge system, which is to protect and
manage fish, wildlife, and plants and their habitats.
Maynard’s ADA / Special Needs
Special needs of handicapped persons in Maynard have been considered in the development of
this Plan. A Section 504 Handicapped Accessibility Survey was conducted on all appropriate
Town-owned land. Recommendations when implemented will bring each major recreational area
into compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA). Other special and underserved populations in Maynard were also considered in analyzing community needs. Currently
The Green Middle school is rebuilding it’s play ground to be in compliance with ADA.
Most of Maynard’s older parks are not handicapped accessible. Generally, hard-packed paths
with railings and signage are lacking. Some handicapped parking is available at Maynard’s
various parks, but these spaces are not usually wide enough to accommodate a vehicle with an
automated chair-lift (or “Universal” handicapped parking space). However, the Town’s newest
Conservation Commission owned park is handicapped accessible, apart from adequate parking
space. The recent development of Ice House Landing Conservation Park demonstrates how
accessibility can be incorporated into facility planning. The walking area allows for easier access
by those using wheelchairs and the picnic area can accommodate a wheelchair as well through
the use of seats that swivel out of the way.
Due to the small special needs population in Maynard, the Town does not currently offer any
special needs programs. Currently youths with special needs attend special schools and summer
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programs oriented towards their needs outside of Maynard. As the special needs population
increases, the Maynard Recreation Commission and School Department will need to develop
recreational programs for the handicapped in the Town. Through the elimination of physical and
other barriers and the development of organized recreational activities, Maynard will be able to
provide opportunities for special needs populations such that they may participate in a variety of
recreational experiences.
The priority lands for protection are identified in Section 5.E.3 (General Recreation), 5.E.4.
(Ball Fields), and Section 5.E.5. (Pocket Parks)

7. C.4. Need of Better Management Facilities and Programs
Need for Better Organization of Land Holdings
Management of Town land is a result, in many cases, of happenstance rather than the result of
deliberate planning. The current plan recommends the review of land management and
reassigning Town land, as much as is allowed by deed, to the most appropriate management
agencies. For example, parks could be managed by a Parks Commission, or until this agency is
formed, the DPW, while wetland parcels and stream ways under DPW management should be
reassigned to Conservation Commission care. Conservation-appropriate land currently held by
the Selectmen should be reassigned. Specifically, the Conservation Commission has an interest
in the wooded wetlands full of vernal pools north of the cemeteries, including parcels currently
in DPW hands; the wooded riverfront parcel just north of the new Ice House Landing
Educational Park currently owned by the Selectmen; the wetland areas of the Town’s leaf
composting facility on Summer Street (DPW); the wetland areas of the Lalli parcel on Rockland
Avenue (Selectmen); and the wetland and wildlife habitat areas behind the schools (DPW,
Recreation). Now that Maynard has a fulltime Conservation Administrator/Assistant Planner the
Commission will have a comprehensive plan for the care of Maynard’s conservation land.
Need for Better Management of and Coordination regarding Land and Recreational Facilities
Maynard is a small community with limited resources. Trying to maintain and expand
recreational opportunities for all residents while keeping property taxes affordable has been a
major challenge in the Town. Improved management of recreational facilities and programs may
become critical as the Town tries to adjust to a growing population.
It is not enough to simply state that improvements and additions to park and recreation facilities
in Maynard will be "maintained." Specific decisions should be made regarding appropriate
management of Town recreation facilities. This Plan reconfirms the 97 OSRP’s recommendation
that the Town create a Parks Commission to oversee the management, upgrading and
acquisition of parks and recreation land and facilities. Perhaps the current Field Management
Task Force can develop into such an organization.
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Citizens who attended the public forums and many of those interviewed also expressed a desire
for the creation of a Parks Department. Additionally, recommendations have been made for a
full-time, year-round Activities Director to assist the Recreation Commission.
A much more intense development approach has been taken with active recreation land.
However, the responsibility for scheduling activities, planning improvements and maintaining
areas is divided among the various managing bodies. Again, the lack of financial resources and a
comprehensive scheduling and management entity or office has caused the oversight of these
matters to be challenging.
The Conservation Commission, Board of Selectmen, Department of Public Works and School
Board have recently initiated a dialogue to consider the improved coordination of outdoor
facilities maintenance. The group is exploring the creation of a Parks Department, whose sole
responsibility would be to maintain and upgrade parks, fields, and open spaces. It has not been
determined whether such an organization would maintain the school facilities as well, but the
group has expressed interest in exploring that option.
Conservation and recreation properties and facilities in Maynard are managed by the
Conservation Commission, Board of Selectmen, the Department of Public Works, and Public
Schools. Due to extremely limited financial resources and the large burden of other legally
demanding business, a “hands off” approach has been taken to the management of much
conservation land in the past The current Conservation Commission has been working
energetically to create and map trails, mark trailheads with signage in order to improve public
access to appropriate conservation land. The Commission has applied for grants and received
funds to develop handicapped accessible conservation park on land targeted for such
development in previous OSRPs. With the pressure to develop remaining open space in Town,
professional help is critical; fully funding staff for this active commission of volunteers is
essential.
Because several town departments are responsible for natural resource and facilities
management, this Plan supports the creation of the Office of Municipal Services (OMS)
includes the responsible departments as a group under a clear cooperative umbrella. The OMS
includes DPW, Conservation, Health, Planning, ZBA and Building. The creation of this
department simply strengthens the mutuality of these departments’ goals and facilitates
communication between them.
The current ad hoc Open Space Planning Committee should become a standing committee of
the Town. Its primary responsibility should be to oversee implementation of the five-year action
plan, leading up to the time when this plan should be updated beginning in 2021. The action plan
is structured so that the entity responsible for implementing a particular item is listed in the
matrix. The Committee should work to ensure that the responsible party is following through on
the items listed in the action plan. The Committee should provide a reality check and make the
new OSRP a living document, reworking it to meet changing conditions on the ground. If certain
items need to be postponed or re-prioritized, it should be reviewed and approved by the
Committee. This recommendation is part of this Plan’s action items.
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Given the necessity to have financial resources to implement portions of this plan, it is
interesting to note that 68% of Maynard residents responding to our OSP Survey were willing to
pay more than $50 in taxes toward acquiring open space. To the question attempting to quantify
exactly how much citizens would be willing to pay annually to acquire land for open space; of
the total respondents, only 7% would not be willing to pay any additional amount for open space,
whereas 93% were willing to help finance the costs of acquiring open space. More specifically,
25% of respondents would pay $1 to $50 annually for additional open space; 33% would pay $51
to $100; 26% would pay $101 to $300, and another 9% would pay more than $301 annually for
open space. In addition to providing food for thought as the Town looks at its conservation
budget, it also revalidates a recommendation from previous plans that Maynard needs a publiclyfunded land protection program to allow public giving to be specific to open space protection.
Historically, Town development has put its back door to the Assabet River, and the River has
been underappreciated as an aesthetic and open space feature in the Town until recently. The
River’s primary purpose during the manufacturing heyday of the 1800s was to generate power
and to carry pollution away from the Town. Interest in the River was renewed in 1972 with the
passing of the federal Clean Water Act and a rising environmental movement. Other mill town
development in the greater Boston area led the way in revealing rivers as central feature of the
town. The Assabet River can serve as a refreshing swathe of nature through the heart of the
Maynard, and with some effort, provide a needed slice of accessible open space in an even more
densely built out downtown. The myriad and complex issues involved in riverfront public access
and development of the riverfront into a civic space can be explored by a volunteer Riverfront
Visioning Committee, reporting back to government and the public. This Committee may
continue on to carry out the vision and plans they’ve drafted or propose another solution.
This Plan recommends that the additional residential and commercial development in Town take
place in the already densely built up downtown area, and that this may involve redevelopment of
less densely built sites. In light of this and the critical nature of downtown aesthetics to the
residents and businesses housed there, an additional design review process is recommended.
Downtown design guidelines need to be reviewed carefully to ensure that inviting further
construction downtown will enhance rather than destroy Maynard’s active and walkable
downtown. With Planning Board and Historical Commission and ADA Committee help, a
Downtown Design Committee can draft comprehensive downtown design review guidelines.
With public review and acceptance, these can be turned over to the Planning Board for
implementation as they review downtown development proposals.
The Downtown Design Committee recommended by this OSRP has the advantage of drawing
from the recent efforts undertaken by the Pilot Planning Project, completed in November 1996.
The recommendations, identified in 1996, are not only still valid today, but the public interest
generated for that effort continues to exist. As such, the recommendations are as follows.
• Reinforce design excellence along major corridors near municipal boundaries and at
the entrance to the Downtown (Town Gateway Areas).
•

Enhance civic space and create a permanent civic space in the Downtown area.

•

Identify catalyst properties that will generate economic investment and that deserve
visual and functional enhancements by the Town.
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Along with the recommendations of the current OSRP and CDP, these mandates can form the
starting point for the work of a Downtown Design Committee and Riverfront Visioning
Committee. These two volunteer groups can brainstorm the details of development of downtown
residential/commercial space and also a civic space (possibly riverfront).
Two issues raised in recommending denser downtown development are lack of green civic space
and lack of adequate parking downtown. Previous OSRPs have noted that it is important to make
efforts to re-green downtown, on as small scale, and the hope is that the Riverfront Visioning
Committee will define a major civic space downtown. Parking must be required for any
redevelopment project downtown, and the Downtown Design Committee will place that
requirement in the downtown design guidelines they draft.

7. C.5. Need to Improve Zoning By-Law and Regulations For
Development
The 1996 recommendations of the Pilot Planning Program also suggest that the Town improve
its planning and regulatory mechanisms. While these recommendations concern broader Town
issues, and not just open space, they are applicable in that they encourage a more professional
and better regulated decision-making process. Their recommendations include:
•

Modernizing site plan and design regulations, including revising the sign regulations.

•

Adding incentive-based provisions to the Zoning Bylaw.

•

Expediting the review process needed for development in the Downtown.

•

Acquiring professional planning assistance.

•

Improving coordination between Boards and Commissions.

Many OSRPs have made a complete review of the Town’s zoning a priority. Much open space
targeted by Town planning initiatives for permanent protection currently are zoned for industrial
or residential development. A complete and public review of all the Town’s zoning is critical to
insure planned development of a sustainable and affordable community. This Plan recommends
that the downtown area designated as a high density mixed residential and commercial district by
the Land Use Subcommittee of the Community Development Plan be zoned as such. This Plan
supports their recommendation for a Recreation zone to protect and support land currently used
for recreation into the future. Land needed for conservation and wellhead protection should be
correctly zoned as Open Space, further protecting them from future development. The current
zoning contradicts the Town’s planning efforts. It is critical to use this regulatory tool to support
the recommendations of this plan and the CDP.
Maynard’s OSRPs have repeatedly identified rezoning of the Town as overdue. Zoning is the
Town’s fundamental statement of its planning intentions. Maynard’s current zoning, if anything,
runs counter to the Town’s OSRPs, CDP and Master Plans. Land intended for residential use is
zoned industrial; land intended for recreation is zoned residential; well head lands are zoned for
development. It is a contradictory message and is long overdue for revision. CDPC, OSPC and
the Land Use Subcommittee of the CDPC have looked at the issues and have proposed revised
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zoning (see Map 9.1). Two new zoning districts are proposed: a high density overlay district for
the downtown area; and recreation zoning for areas the Town intends to preserve for recreational
uses. These, along with a major rezoning of land to be preserved as open space, should allow the
Town to redraw zoning to align with its planning goals.

7. C.6. Summary of Resource Protection Needs
7. C.6. Need to Coordinate with and Capitalize upon Regional Opportunities
Major assets to the community that have been under development for years but shortly may
come to fruition are the Assabet River Rail Trail and the Assabet River National Wildlife
Refuge. Maynard may well find upon the completion and opening of these projects that the
character of its visitors changes, from mainly weekday businesspeople and shoppers to weekend
tourists and recreational enthusiasts. This may present interesting opportunities for the Town’s
businesses.
Maynard would be wise to plan to encourage cyclists and rail trail walkers to venture through the
downtown, including opening related services on Sunday. The Town’s Bicycle Advisory
Committee has agreed to prepare a survey of the drinking fountains and toilet facilities with the
future ARRT cyclists in mind.
The Refuge will be such a remarkable resource to the community that its impact is hard to
predict. Every effort to maintain a strong relationship with the management should be made.
Maynard’s law enforcement officials need to maintain their vigilance concerning illegal use of
non-registered ATVs and snowmobiles on Maynard’s roadways, Town-owned lands, and
incursions into the Refuge. The recent tragic death of a motorized trespasser on the Refuge
should lend further urgency to public safety’s efforts. For the safety of the drivers and of the
public using Town land for passive recreation purposes, the use of Town open space for off-road
vehicles must stop. They are causing the erosion of trails, degradation of habitat, and spoiling of
the public’s open space experience, in addition to being illegal and a safety issue.
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CHAPTER 8: GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
The following goals and objectives are the result of review of previous planning documents
including the 2004 Open Space & Recreation Plan (OSRP), the results of a town-wide survey, the
Conservation Commission’s understanding of current conditions in Maynard, and a joint meeting
with the Conservation Commission and Recreation Commission. These planning goals have been
matched with the action items in Section 9, the proposed Five Year Action Plan for Maynard.
GOAL 1: To maintain, protect and improve the quality of Maynard's natural
resources for the benefit of all current and future resident.
•
•
•

Protect critical areas along Assabet River from further development
Continue efforts to comply with National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
(NPDES) Phase II permit
Promote awareness of available trails and identify new trails

GOAL 2: To protect and enhance community identity and character including a
pedestrian-friendly downtown and a verdant perimeter for the benefit of all
current and future residents.
•
•
•

Identify and preserve parcels with environmental/geological/habitat/historical
significance
Manage town-owned and conservation parcels to preserve character and
accessibility
Follow through on the completion of the Assabet River Rail Trail

GOAL 3: To maintain, improve and address public and private recreational facilities
to meet current and future needs of all residents.
•
•
•
•

Improve access to the Assabet River
Maintain and improve existing recreational facilities
Explore additional recreational facilities
Create a part-time position to coordinate the Recreation Department activities

GOAL 4: To increase cooperation within/between the community and town
government in order to reach conservation and recreation goals.
•
•
•

Ensure boards/commissions follow community development principles
Continue to support Community Preservation Act
Establish stewardship for open space lands (engage residents and businesses)
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CHAPTER 9: FIVE YEAR ACTION PLAN
The Five Year Action Plan expands on the goals and objectives of the previous chapter. The action
items include items identified during the process of completing the OSRP update and carry-over of
select items not completed from the 2004 OSRP. The completion of the Five Year Action Plan will
depend on the availability of funding, the interest of volunteers, and the coordination of town
departments and residents to address the action items.
The Town of Maynard no longer has an active Open Space Committee or a Recreation Department.
The absence of these may hinder the completion of action items, especially those identified under
Goal 3. The Recreation Committee is made up of a small group of volunteers and without
additional support or funding may be limited in what they can achieve.
GOAL 1: To maintain, protect and improve the quality
of Maynard's natural resources for the benefit of all
current and future residents.
Protect critical areas along the Assabet River from further
development

Responsibility Timeline

All Depts.

20172021

DPW
BOS
DPW

20172021
20172021

DPM

20172021

ConCom

2017-2021

DPW
BOS
ConCom

2017-2021

ConCom

20172021

Funding: Town, CPA, possible grant funding

Reduce Phosphorus loading to the Assabet River
Funding: Town

Provide public education to protect surface water and
groundwater quality
Funding: Town, SuAsCo

Continue efforts to comply with National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System (NPDES) Phase II permit
Funding: Town

Develop stormwater regulations and fee schedule
Funding: Town, ConCom

Implement water conservation measures
Funding: Town, possible grant funding

Promote awareness of available trails and identify new trails

2017-2021

Funding: ConCom

Set up kiosks with trail information
Funding: ConCom, volunteer hours

Explore new trails in cooperation with the Assabet River
National Wildlife Refuge and Maynard Housing Authority

Volunteers
ConCom

20172021

Funding: ConCom, U.S.FWS

Establish monthly guided walks through existing trails that are
jointly advertised by Conservation Commission and Recreation
Commission

ConCom
Recreation

20172021

Funding: Town, ConCom
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GOAL 2: To protect and enhance community
identity and character including a pedestrian-friendly Responsibility
downtown and a verdant perimeter for the benefit of
all current and future residents.
Identify and preserve parcels with
environmental/geological/habitat/historical significance

Timeline

CPC, ConCom,
Hist. Society

2017 - 2021

CPC, ConCom

2017 - 2021

CPC, ConCom

2017 - 2021

CPC, ConCom

2017 - 2021

ConCom

2017 - 2021

Funding: ConCom, CPA, Town

Identify and preserve wildlife corridors (including the Assabet
River)
Funding: Town, CPA, ConCom

Preserve and protect parcels adjoining other protected parcels
Funding: Town, CPA, ConCom

Preserve and protect parcels with trail linkage
Funding: Town, CPA, ConCom

Seek out grant opportunities for land funding
Funding: none

Finalize foreclosure process on tax-delinquent properties
Funding: Town, ConCom

Manage town-owned and conservation parcels to preserve
character and accessibility

Treasurer
ConCom
BOS,
ConCom

2017 - 2021

Funding: Town

Identify and control invasive species on Town land

DPW, ConCom

2017 - 2021

DPW

2017 - 2021

ConCom
Hist. Society
ConCom

2017-2021

BOS
ConCom
ARRT

2017 - 2021

Recreation, Con
Com

20172021

ARRT

2017 - 2021

Funding: Town, CPA

Work to remove and replace diseased or dying trees in
cemetery
Funding: Town

Develop a policy to protect historical trees
Funding: Town

Develop land management and mobility access plans for
conservation parcels

2017-2021

Funding: ConCom

Notify violators who encroach on Town owned land
Funding: Town

Follow through on the completion of the Assabet River Rail
Trail

2017-2021

Funding: Town

Identify recreational facilities along the Assabet River Rail
Trail such as pocket parks circuit training, etc.
Funding: Town

Purchase the easement for the privately owned portion of the
former rail bed off Acton Street
Funding: State funding
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GOAL 3: To maintain, improve and address public
and private recreational facilities to meet current and
future needs of all residents.

Responsibility Timeline

Improve access to the Assabet River

BOS, ConCom,

2017 - 2021

ConCom,

2017-2021

Volunteers
ConCom
BOS/Facilities
Recreation
BOS/DPW
Recreation
BOS/Facilities
Recreation
BOS

2017 - 2021

BOS
Recreation
BOS

2017 - 2021

Recreation

2017-2021

BOS
Recreation

2017-2021

BOS
Recreation
BOS
Recreation
BOS,
Recreation

2017-2021

Funding: Town

Identify riverfront areas as potential boating areas for
canoe/kayak programs for children and adults
Funding: Town

Monitor and cleanup areas along the river
Funding: Town, volunteer organizations

Maintain and improve existing recreational facilities
Funding: Town

Maintain existing playing fields (Alumni)
Funding: Town

Improve existing playing field (Fowler, Green Meadow)
Funding: Town

Upgrade existing play structures (Reo Road, Coolridge)

2017 - 2021
2017 - 2021
2017 - 2021
2021-2014

Funding: Town

Explore additional recreational facilities
Funding: Town

Develop a plan for recreational opportunities at golf course

2017-2021

Funding: Town

Explore winter recreational opportunities, such as snow
shoeing, cross-country skiing
Funding: Town

Create a plan for recreational facility at old tennis
court/skateboard park (Crowe)
Funding: Town

Address need for indoor recreational facility
Funding: Town

Develop and fund a field maintenance plan and assign oversight
Funding: field user fee, Town

Create a paid position to coordinate the Recreation Department
activities

2017 - 2021
2017- 2021

Funding: Town
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GOAL 4: To increase cooperation within/between the
community and town government in order to reach
conservation and recreation goals.

Responsibility Timeline

Ensure boards/commissions follow community development
principles

All Boards and
Departments

20172021

All Residents

2017 - 2021

ConCom

20172021

ConCom

2017-2021

ConCom

20172021

BOS/Facilities
DPW
Police
BOH

20172021

Planning,
ConCom

20172021

Funding: Town

Continue to support Community Preservation Act
Funding: Town

Establish stewardship for open space lands (engage residents
and businesses)
Funding: Town, ConCom

Establish volunteer group to conduct trail maintenance
Funding: ConCom, volunteer organizations

Work with organizations (Boy Scouts, AmeriCorps, etc.) to
help with construction of boardwalks and clearing of trails
Funding: ConCom, volunteer organizations

Work with organizations to identify areas of vandalism and
oversee areas of concern
Funding: Town

Identify a parcel or parcels for establishing community gardens
and a community compost facility

2017-2021

Funding: Town, Maynard Gardening Club

Encourage developers and land owners to put land into
conservation restrictions
Funding: none
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Figure 2: Aerial Map
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Figure 3: Regional Context
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Figure 4: Zoning
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Figure 7: Scenic Features
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Appendix B. Community Development Principles

Appendix C. ADA Compliance

